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ABSTRACT

Within a team approach, four Master of Social Work

students joined to implement a treatment program for sexually

abused latency and preadolescent age children and their

families. This practicum report describes systemic

interventions with the latency-age clients and their families.

Over a period of 14 weeks, a ttparallel grouprr program was

provided for seven children and their primary caregivers;

multi-problem fanilies who had experienced intrafamilial

sexual abuse. This report focuses on the latency-age

chil-dren I s g:roup and family system interventions with f our of

the fanilies involved. Therapy with individuats and sub-

systems was incorporated to integrate treatment issues in the

farnily system and to facilitate a supportive relationship

between the child and her caregiver. Feminist concepts were

combined within a systemic model, addressing issues such as:

empohrerment; educatj-on,' peer support; establíshing boundaries,

rol-es, and communication; and developing coping skills. This

treatment program also recognized the importance of

coordination with other helping agencies (e.9., child and

Farnily Services) .

When viewed as a component of an overall treatment

process, this program hlas considered successful. There were

no rrdrop-outsrr in the childrents group and all children

reported having had a positive experience in group. Progress

v¡as made in the areas of social skills, sexual education,
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a\irareness of sexual abuse issues, decreased anxiety and shame,

communication, and coping skill-s. Three of the four families
reported here achieved more open communication with regards to

the sexual- abuse experience, present coping, and future
protection.

Conclusions are that group therapy is a viable treatment

rnodality for sexually abused latency-age children. The

paralleI group concept facilitates the involvement of the

caregiver and increases her awareness of sexual abuse issues.

Family system interventions served to integrate the child and

caregiverrs treatment and provided an opportunity to further

open communication within this dyad.
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rrHeidi-b r s storyrl

If you have problems

you shouldntt carry thern inside yoü,

or else it will be a nightrnare.

And, if you don't teII people you can trust,
then you will be sad each day

when you think of it.
Itrs very important to teIl.

The End.

By: rf Heidi-brr ,
Seven years oId,
L992.
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CHAPTER ]-. TNTRODUCTTON

.A,fter two years of working as a school social worker with

a Bachelor of Social lrlork, the decision to return to

university for graduate studies was a relatively easy one.

This experience had fostered an eagerness to acquire

additional- theoretical knowledge and clinical skills.
The intent to return to a rural area to provide quality

service to children and their families T¡/as one of the primary

incentives for enroling in a Master of Social Work progiranme.

Having gro\^rn-up and worked in rural Manitoba, it has become

increasingly clear that there is an alarming shortage of

mental health practitioners, particularly those available for

children.
While there was a temptation to design a practicum which

woutd encompass a broad spectrum of presenting problems

invotving children, the necessity and advantage of identifying

a specific rrproblemtt and population rì¡as realized. The

prevalence rate, resulting trauma, and potential long term

effects of child sexual abuse established this as a worthy and

clinically appropriate area of study. The gap in treatment

líterature and services for young sexual abuse victims, âs

well as the ínterest in this particular age group, also

influenced the focus of this practicum. As we1l, it was

believed that the group therapy, play therapy, and farníly

system interventions practised in this program could be
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generalized to other presenting problems.

Therefore, the learning goals of this practicum hrere as

follows:

l-. to j-ncrease knowledge regarding sexual abuse, including
young victims, family dynamics, and treatment.

2. to practice group therapy with sexually abused victims,
both structured and non-directive approaches.

3. to inplement a family system approach to treatment which

includes social systems, individuals, dyads, and family
therapy.

4. to administer appropriate clinical measures in this
practice.

This practicum report provides an account of eight months

of preparation, intake, and implementation (including three

and one half months of direct service). The literature review

(chapter two) provides the knowledge base for the practicum,

focusing on a systemic intervention with latency-age child
sexual abuse victirns. This chapter is by no means an attempt

to review sexual abuse literature in general. Numerous books

are available which provide this general background material
(Sgroi, 1982; MacFarlane & Waterman, 1-986).

Chapter three describes the mechanics of the practicum;

the team approach, âD overview of the intervention, the

setting, the clients and referral process, and the method of

evaluation.

A discussion outlining the intake and pre-group
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procedures begins chapter four. This is followed by a

description of the group play therapy program. Each of the l-4

sessions follows the format of objectives, agenda, and

sunmary. Àctivities and concepts which were drawn exclusively

from particular sources are referenced in the agendas. The

objectives and activities for this program were largely

amalgamated from a number of primary resources as discussed in

the intervention overview. Resources created specifically for

this practicum are shown in the appendices where possible.

This chapter does not describe each childrs progress through

the program. Rather, it describes in detail, group therapy

content and significant process themes. Examples of the

childrents participation are given to illustrate the group

therapy discussion.

Chapter five focuses on the systems to which the case

manager v/as assigned. this ptorrià"= intake information, a

description of the family system j-ntervention, a sunmary of

the childts treatment progress, and an evaluation of

individual and system treatment.

Chapter six is a discussion of the rnajor learning and

practice themes. From the experience of the practicum,

observations and reconmendations are made with regards to

referral and intake procedures, group play therapy, farniÌy

system interventions, and the tearn approach.

The overall conclusions are reported in chapter seven.

Reflections are made on group play therapy, family system
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interventions, âS v¡ell as the studentrs learning goals and

experience.

This practicum report serves as a detailed record of a

group play therapy program for latency-age sexual abuse

victims. As we]l, this report provides a description of

farnily system interventions and a team approach to therapy and

supervision.



CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF THE LTTERATÏTRE

Introduction

If one wishes to understand child sexual abuse, one of

the difficulties is to integrate the vague and sometimes

conflicting material in the literature. As Larson and Maddock

(1986) stated, it is rrapparent that professionafs working with

farnily sexual abuse may have very different underlyíng

assurnptions about the nature of the problemr' (p. 27) .

ilAssumptionstrdetermine our language and ultimately, our

practice. An example is in the first two sentences of this

chapter; that is, describing this phenomena as rrchildrr sexual

abuse or rrfamilyrr sexual abuse. Haley (1,973) captures the

impact of oners framework in his statement that rrthe unit the

therapist chooses to focus upon will- partly be deternined by

the problem presented, but will also be a product of the way

he was trained to think about human problemstt (p. 641).

There are several additional factors which significantly

affect the quantity and quality of research and l-iterature

addressing child sexual abuse. The sensitive nature of the

problem has contributed to the lack of quality research and

analyses (Finke1hor, 1986). As r,¡elI, this problem has only

recently been recognized; I'public and professional

acknowl-edgrment that signif icant numbers of children are

sexually abused by their relatives and caretakers did not

really begin to emerge until the mid-l-970s" (sgroi, L982).
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In the available literature, the farnily systems approach,

based on von Bertalanffyts general systems theory (Barker,

1981-) , has been presented as the most popular and effectj-ve

model for understanding and responding to child sexual abuse

(Haugaard, 1,988; Trepper & Barrett, 1986; Waterman, l-986b) .

With this consideration and the influence of training, this

literature review prinarily focuses on a fanily systems

perspective. Following a brief definition and overview of

this phenomena, an explanation of systems theory and its

application to understanding child sexual abuse will be

presented. This is followed by a description of systemic

treatment models for chíId sexual abuse. The body of this

l-iterature review focuses on the intervention with one system

or population - sexually abused latency-age children.

Overview

Sgroi (1982) provides one of the most clear and

comprehensive definitions available:

Child sexual abuse is a sexual act imposed on a

child who lacks emotional, maturational, and

cognitive development. The ability to lure a child

into a sexual retationship is based upon the all-

powerful and dominant posítion of the adult or

older adolescent perpetrator, which is in sharp

contrast to the childts ê9e, dependency and

subordinate position. Authority and pol^Ier enable



the perpetrator, irnplicitly or directly' to coerce

the chitd into sexual compliance' (p' 9)

sgroi (Lg82) further defines incest as any sexual activity

that occurs between a child and an older person who is in a

parental or kinship role and she lists this sexual activity as

including: nudity, disrobing, genital exposure, observation of

the child, kissing, fondling, masturbation, fellatio,

cunnilíngus, digital penetration, penile penetration and ttdry

intercourserf .

There seems to be general agreement that most children

who are sexually abused are offended against by someone in a

trusted position (e.g., family members, friends, neighbours or

ottrer care-givers) and only a smal-1 percentage involves

assaults by strangers (MacFarIane & Waterman' l-986). Hov'ever,

there is controversy regarding the number of children who

experience sexual abuse. Difficutties in determining this

number and an accurate prevalence rate arise from the unknown

amount of undisclosed abuse incidents, unclear definitions and

reporting procedures, and the potentíaI of false reporting'

Estimates are however, drawn from two sources: actual reported

cases which has the obvious problem of under-estimation, and

Surveysofadultswhichalsohasaccuracyconcerns.
The Badgley Report on sexual Offenses Against children

(Baker, 1990) which focuses on the Canadian situatíon, cites

one of the highest prevalence rates t'o date. The estimates in

this report are based on a sarnple of adult Canadians and it'
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was [found that at some point in their lives ]- in 2 females

and 1 in 3 males had been rvictims of unwanted sexual actsr '

Four fifths of these incidents had happened r^¡hen the victims

were children or youthsrr (Baker, Lggot p. 4). One must note

that the Badgley Report utilized a broad definition of

runwanted sexual actsrr and that a broader definition usually

results in a higher prevalence rate. Estimates of this

phenomena are difficult to compile and such statistics should

be interPreted with caution.

Regardless of the definition or current estímates of

occurrence, it is clear that the magnitude of the problem of

chitd sexual abuse is gaining recognition and, it is

hypothesized that this heightened a\Á/areness may in part be

responsible for the increase in reported incidents (MacFarlane

& Waterman, 1986).

when considering the problem'of child sexual abuse, âñ

important question is: what is the inpact on these chitdren?

Mandetl and Damon (1-989) discuss the effects of sexual abuse

on latency-age children specifically. some of the key points

they highlight are that a child may show a recurrence of

sexual acting out, preoccupation, fatigue, and poor peer

rel-ations. Additional ímpact themes are sulnmarized by Sgroi

(Le82) ¡

1. rrDamaged Goodsrr sYndrome

2. Guilt

3. Fear
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4. DePression

5. Low self-esteem and poor social skills

6. Repressed anger and hostilitY

7. ImPaired abilitY to trust

S.Blurredroleboundariesandroleconfusion
g. Pseudomaturity coupled with failure to

accomPlish develoPmental tasks

10. Self-mastery and control (p' 109) '

while short terrn effects of sexual assault are believed

to occur for two years after cessation, the following long

termeffectsareevidentwithanalarmingnumberofadult

survivors: mental health difficulties, Iow tolerance of

stress, and relationship problems (Finkelhor & Brof^Ine, L986¡

Maddock' l-988).

ofcourse,childrenmaynotshowalloftheseeffectsor

experiencedifficultiestothesämedegree.Therearea

number of factors which may have a mediating influence on a

childrs developrnent and ability to cope'

Thesefactorsincludetheageofthechildatthe
tine of the abuse, the chronicity' the severity'

the relationship to the offender' the leveI of

threatstothechitd,theemotionatclimateofthe

chi-Ld I s f amily prior to the abuse ' the childr s

mentalandemotionalhealthpriortotheabuse,the

amountofguiltthechitdfeels'thesexofthe

victim,andtheparentalresponsetothechildrs
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victimization. (GiI, :-991, p. 3)

Of all- these factors, parental involvement and concern has

been identified as having the most significant influence on

the child's experience and ultimate healing (MacFarJ-ane &

Waterman, 1-986).

The Systems Model: Understanding Child Sexual Abuse

Von Bertalanffyts system theory describes the
rforganization of parts into wholesrr (Barker, L98l-' p. 22). In

terms of social- systems, the systems theory provides such

concepts as: boundaries and rules which govern the

relationships among and between subsystems, communícation,

circular causal-ity, equifinality, and restructuring (Barker,

1981-,' Minuchin & Fishman, 1981-). The nultiple systems

approach involving farnily members, community systems, and

larger ecosysterns, (Trepper & Barrett, l-986) is comparable to

the ecological perspective. The latter, which emerged in the

1970rs, focuses on the individual within his or her

environment and the interactions among individuals, families,

and community systems (Grace I L984; Be1sky' 1980).

As it is applied to this phenomena, the systems approach

rroperates on the prernise that intrafarnily sexual abuse is

attributed to and maintained by a variety of interconnecting

systems, family, individual, and societaltt (Trepper & Barrett,

1-986, p. 68). Larson, âs cited in Larson and Maddock (L986),

suggested that
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incest be understood as a reflection of rrboundary

disturbancesrr in four areas: (L) the boundary between the

family and its social_ environment; (2) the boundary

between adult and chitd generatíons in the family; (3)

interpersonal/role boundaries between family members ; and

(4) intrapsychic boundaries within family members (pp'

7t-72). (P. 28)

Criticisrn of the systemic understanding of family

violence has risen from femínist philosophies. Concerns have

focused on the potential for inadequate attention to the

signíficance of pohler differences, control, and adult

responsibility for their thoughts and behaviours (Irlillbach,

1989). Exception is taken to the systemic position that views

ttaTl- family members as sharing in both the development and

maintenance of the probtemtt (Trepper & Barrett, 1986, p.3).

While the child is a rrparticipantl in the sexual abuse so1ely

by definition of physically being in the situation, this

should not be confused witn I'sharingtr ín responsibility for

the occurrence. It is difficult to conceive of a tvto or three

year old child sharing in any wâY, the responsibilit'y for

inappropriate sexual touching by an adult.

The condition of clear understanding and acceptance of

responsibilíty by the adults for inappropriate interactions

and child protection can however' be successfully integrated

with the fanily systems model (Sgroi, 1,982; Giarretto,

Giarretto, & sgroi | :-978i MacFarlane & waterrnan, 1986).
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To further clarify this model, the systems approach can

be clearly understood when it is contrasted with an

individually oriented modeI. Traditional individual

psychotherapy focuses prinarity on the intra-psychic as

opposed to inter-personal issues and dynamics. The individual

model views incest in terms of the aggiression of a

pathological adult thus resultíng in a significantly different

approach to treatment (Trepper & Barrett, 1986).

Systernic Treatment

Given that professionals did not address the problem of

child sexual abuse in any depth until the mid 1-97os (Sgroi,

L982), it might be expected that literature documenting

intervention or treatment of this problem would be limited

even nor¡/ in the early l-990s. InQeed, a deficit exists in

detailed therapy techniques and approaches, particularly for

latency and preschool age victims. A review of the literature

by Waterman in 1986, reported that rrthe literature on

treatment of child sexual abuse victims of any age is

currently sparserr (p. L97). Vtaterman goes on to summarize

that from what is available, rrmost writers espouse some sort

of family systerns approach to treatment planningtt (p. 1'97).

Several systemic treatment models have been developed

which attempt to coordinate interventions with the various

systems and sub-systems involved in child sexual abuse; that

is through individual and dyadíc therapy, groups for parents
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and children, and marital and family therapy (Sgroi, 1-982¡

Giarretto et â1., Lg78; Trepper & Barrett, 1986; Sturkie,

1983). In their program, Trepper & Barrett (1986) are one of

the few that emphasize the need for coordination and continual

conmunication with other services ínvolved such as legal and

child $relfare agencies. These authors recoÍlmend that this

involvement begin in the first stages of treatment and that

nit is important that the relationship between these agencies

does not mirror the family's syrnptoms, such as rigidity or

chaosrr (Trepper & Barrett, 1-986, p- 69, 70).

I^Iith regards to familial sub-systems, there seems to be

agreement that farnily members benefit from starting with

individual therapy (Sgroi I Lg82; Giarretto et â1., l.978).

Goals of individual therapy for the chitd include allowing

rfvictims a safe ti-me and place to tput the pieces togetherl

and to begin rebuilding their self-esteemrr (Sgroi, !982, p.

L42). Individual therapy potentially builds a personrs ego so

that they v/il1 have sufficient strength to participate in

therapy witn peers and family members. When one considers the

high leve1s of stress involved in dyadic and farnily sessions

and the necessary naturity, control, and comfort $¡ith content

for group therapy, it becornes clear that indivídual- sessions

may be required for some individuals to progress in treatment'

There is some disagreement over the tining of group

sessions in that Barrett et al. (l-986) and Giarretto et al-'

(Lg78) include groups in the final phase. A variation on this
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process is Sturkie's (l-983) recommendation that both

individual and group therapies for victims and parents

conmence at the start of treatment and that involvement in the

groups continue throughout the program'

A concept integrated with the group therapies is that of

paralleI groups for non-offending parents and their children

(Mand.e11 & Damon, 1989,. MacFarlane & waterman, 1986) " The

parallel group models show considerabte potential in

respecting and reinforcing the parental position, facilitating

the care-givers support of the chiId, and ensuring that

treatment content is congruent and complementary. It should

be noted that sexually abused children often experience

changes in (or simultaneous) foster and natural famil-y care-

givers. It is important to include for example, both current

foster and natural family in treatment (Mandell & Damon'

1e8e).

According to Damon and Vlaterman (1986) the goals of

groups i,sith non-of fending mothers are:

1. To assist denying mothers to accept that the

sexual abuse reallY did haPPen'

2. To sensiEize mothers to what constitutes sexual

abuse, and to help them be more alert and

vigílant to possible abusive interactions that

may occur with their children.

3. To help mothers protect their children from

reabuse.
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4. To assist mothers in working through their own

feeì-ings regarding their early sexual trauma,

thereby enabling thern to assist their own

children more effectively.

5. To help mothers to become more nurturing, l-ess

guilt-inducing, and more positive with their

children.

6. To help mothers work through and integrate

their feelings toward the perpetrators.

(p. 247 , 248)

Following individuat and group therapy, the next step in

sexual abuse treatment usually involves the relationship

between the child and the non-offending' care-giving parent

(usually the mother). This dyad is viewed as a priority

because it has the most significant inpact on the childts

healing (Giarretto et â1., 7g78; l,taàfarlane & Waterrnan, \986¡

Sgroi, L982). According to Sgroi (L982), mother-daughter dyad

therapy will address the communication breakdown and role

reversal. Both participants rrmust share her hurt, anger, and

jealousy concerning the sexual abuse, The child needs to hear

clearly from her mother that she will be protected now and

that the incest was not the childts faultrr (Sgroi, L982, p-

L44). The therapist must ensure that the caregiver is able to

support the child and accept responsibility for protection

before such dyadic sessions would be recommended. In view of

this pre-requisíte, this writer defers to Sturkiets (1983)
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position that involvement in group therapy precede dyadic

therapy.

The final stage of most sexual- abuse treatment programs

involve marital counsellíng, síbIing sessions, offender-victirn
sessions, and ultinately conjoint farnily therapy (Sturkie,

1983; Trepper & Barrett, l-986; Giarretto et â1., 1-979).

Whether a couple is considering divorce or reconciliation,
marital sessions can assist them in exploring alternatives,
understanding the abuse dynamic, and establishíng boundaries

and parenting roles (Trepper & Barrett, 1986).

Trepper and Barrett (l-986) is one of the few resources

which discuss sibling sessions and these authors outline the

goals of this aspect of treatment as follows: to address the

chil-drents fears, confusion, and anger; restore generational

boundaries; and relieve guilt and re.sponsibility for abuse and

separations or losses in both abused and non-abused siblings.
Giarretto (L982) and Sgroi (L982) advocate family therapy

only in those situations where parents take total
responsibility for abuse and when individuals have been

engaged in individual therapy. Irlaterman (1986) draws a

notable distinction between such actual conjoint fanily
therapy and a farnily systems approach (the rnultiple-modality,

multiple-system model). With regards to farnily therapy

approaches, Minuchint s definitions of boundaries, sub-systems,

and overall- fanily functioning has been described as rrthe most

useful concepts for understanding the dynarnics of the
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incestuous familytt (I.taterman, 1986a, p. 2l-O) .

Minuchin t s structural- model is al-so one of the rare

farnily therapies which truly attempts to include children in
the process (Zilbach, l-986). Family therapy literature
generally either directly or indirectly excludes latency-age

and young children by utilizing almost exclusively, a verbal

mode in therapy (Ebert, 1-980; Levant & Haffey, l-981-r' Malone,

1989,' McDermott & Char, 1-974; Zilbach, 1986). If one is going

to provide complete rrfamilytt therapy with farnilies affected by

sexual abuse, the therapist must be prepared to include play

and other non-verbal strategies in the sessions. U1tirnately,

this potentially all-ows children to communicate and work in
their natural and developmentally appropriate mode. As weII,

this approach may promote play and interaction between the

children and their caregivers.

The inclusion of children and'play in a family therapy

context is quite scarce in the literature. In her book Young

Children in Family Therapy, Zilbach (1986) provides an

extensive discussion of how and why children and play may be

included in farnily therapy. Another principle reference is
Treating Children in Family Therapy (Combrinck-Graham, l-986).

There are a number of additional articles and chapters which

have been devoted to these issues and are helpful in the

development of techniques which integrate children and parents

in family therapy (Ackerman, 1-970; Griff , l-983; Guttman, 1-985;

Levant & Haffey, L98Lì Logian, L987; Minuchin & Fishman, L981-;
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Villeneuve, L979; Vtachtel, 1987). The key to such an

integration is the therapistrs flexibility in communj-cation

styles and the ability to track farnily dynamics. True

inclusion of children in farnily therapy can be accomplished by

alternating among the following therapy formats: separate and

simuttaneous child play and adult talk; adult observation of

child play; therapeutic practitioner interaction with the

children while nodelling for the parents; therapist

interventions through parents as they interact with theír

children; and having some or all rnembers involved in play or

activities (zilbach, l-986). While these concepts and

techniques are included in the farnily therapy literature,

there is potential for their application in all dyadic or sub-

system therapy sessions which involve both children and

adults.

Consideríng the number of treatment nodalities and client

groups involved in addressing intrafamilial child sexual

abuse, it is necessary to focus on one type of systern or

population. The body of thís review focuses on the

intervention Iiterature for sexually abused latency-age

children.
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Treating Latency-age Children: Group Therapy

What treatment approaches then, have been implemented

with these children? First, child therapy seems to be

essentially synon]rynous with play therapy as most chitd

therapists agree that play is the most developmentally

appropriate and effective mode of intervention with thÍs

population (cil, 1991-; Zilbach, l-986). Git (1991) provides a

sunrmary of the major models of child therapy including

psychoanalytic play therapy, structured play therapies,

relationship or non-directive therapies, behaviour therapies,

sand tray therapy and group therapy.

I^Iith regiards to group therapy with this age, there are

both proponents and opponents. Those opposed to the group

modality for treating child sexual abuse victims express

concern for the potential of over identification with a victim

status, rrcontarninationrr effects of emotional difficulties, and

chaotic and ineffective groups (GiI, 1-991). While there is

Iittle published on child group treatment of sexual abuse,

some of the most recent literature is hailing group therapy as

the most effective form of intervention for the latency-age

sexual abuse vj-ctims (Berliner & Ernst, 1984; Mandell & Damon,

L989; Celano, 1990;). According to Gil (1990) ' 
rrgroup therapy

enjoys a certain contemporary popularity, partly because it

can be provided at lower cost and partly because there has

been a growing belief in the effectiveness of this modality"

(p. 32). cil does not state upon what she has based this
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opinion other than through numerous citations describing

clinical experiences with group play therapy.

v,Iith these considerations, group therapy v¡as chosen as

the intervention upon which to focus. Individual child

therapy will be discussed briefly foll-owing the group therapy

review. The play therapy literature is a valuable resource as

it guides the use of play within the group context and all

therapeutic contact with children.

Material for working with sexually abused girls in a

group setting was drawn from three primary sources: journal

articles, chapters, and books describing group play therapy

specifically; personal safety and sexual abuse prevention

programs; and more general play therapy lj-terature.

According to Gilts (l-991-) review of group play therapy,

work with latency-age children in groups utilizing activities

and games vras documented as early aå tgn by S. R. slavson and

in 1-966 by L. Rothenberg and M. Schaffer; the latter

describing a more non-directive therapeutic group.

A look at the pioneers in addressing child sexual abuse,

and group treatment in particular, would not be complete

without the names of Giarretto and Sgroi. The chitd Sexual-

Abuse Treatment Program in Santa Clara County, California

began operation in L97L and has contributed the treatment

models of Parents United, Daughters and Sons United, groups

for preadolescent girls and play therapy groups for latency-

age children (Giarretto et âI., 1978).
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Mandell and Damonrs (1-989) Group Treatment for Sexually

Abused Children is the ¡nost comprehensive and detailed

pubtished work on group treatment for l-atency-age sexual abuse

victins. Inctuded is an introduction explaining the impact of

sexual abuse on latency-age children. The authorsr rationale

for group treatment with this population focused on

developmental- tasks, improved social ski11s, establishing

appropriate personal boundaries, and decreasing isolation.

Additional issues addressed by MandeIl and Damon (1989)

include participant selection procedures and preparation,

basic Auidelines for structure and format of the groups, and

a detailed curriculum for ten modules. In conjunction with

group therapy for children, each module also refers to

paralle1 group sessions for caretakers. A parallel group for

caretakers has the potentíal of rrincreasing their capacity to

understand the effects of this trauma on the development and

functioning of the victimstt (Mandell & Damon ' L989, P. 3)

thereby indirectly influencing their chil-dts healing and

overall farnity coping (as noted in the systemic treatment

section of this chapter).

Based on their experience, Mandell and Damon (1989) rrhave

determined that a structured and directive group treatment

program can assÍst latency-age children to experience relief,

achj-eve confidence and mastery, develop age-appropriate

defenses, and enjoy the beginnings of mutually respectful and

qratifying friendships" (p. 3). These authors have organized
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their modul-es into three phases with recommendations for the

number of sessions required for each modul-er'phase I is
allowed 1-l- to 14 sessions, phase II 13 to l-8 sessions and

phase III 1l- to l-3 sessions for a total of 33 to 47 sessions

for the entire program. Mandell and Damon (1-989) summarize

their treatment program as follows:

Phase I (Module 7, rrWelcome to Your Grouprr; Module

2, ttMaking Friendsrr; and Module 3 , rrFeelíngs Are

OK") focuses primarily on the initial adjustment to
the group experience and prepares the group members

by creating a context in which to uncover and

resolve many painful feel-ings and conflicts

associated with sexual abuse.

Phase II (Module 4, ttTelling Each Other What

Happenedrr; Module 5, ttTelling the Secretrrr' and

Modu1e 6, ttMy Famj-ly") concentrates directly on the

trauma and disclosure of the molestation and its

aftermath, exploring the conmon themes of betrayal,

shame, 9uiIt, responsíbility, secrecy,

protectiveness, and helplessness as they affect the

victims, the caretakers, and the farnity unit.
Phase III (Module 7 , ttTaking Care of Myself ";
Module 8, rrGrowing up for Girl-srr; Modu1e 9 |

rrGrowing Up for Boysrr; and Module 10, ttsaying Good-

Bye") moves beyond the experience of victimization

toward recovery and addresses self-esteem, self-
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protectiveness, preparation for puberty, and

finally the completion of the group treatment

program. (p. 23)

Mandell and Damon highlight the irnportance of screening

and preparation procedures in order to increase the potential
benefit for each member. Both individual and situational
variabres are examined in order to determine if the chitdrenrs
social and emotional skills are at a leve1 necessary for a

successfur group experience. Numerous specific criteria not

found elsewhere in the literature, are noted for both children
and caretakers. For chíldren, this includes an ability to
respond to limit setting and irnpulse control, the potential to
discuss their sexual abuse experience and hear others ta1k,

and the capacity to share, wait, and attend to rules and

content (Mandell & Darnon, 1-989).

The play therapy activities described in this manual

range from pen and paper rrhandoutstr to collages and role
plays. Younger latency-age children, even if their skills and

development are age appropriate, nay have difficulty
understanding and responding to some of written exercises. As

weIl, some of the handouts appear to be of an assessment or

questionnaire nature and would perhaps have minimal-

therapeutic va1ue. For example, a likert response scale is
used for statements regarding ttfeelings about being rnolestedrl

(Mande1l & Damon, 1-989, handout 4-1) and rtparentsil and

frsisters and brothersrr (Mande1l & Damont 1,989, handout 6-I, 6-
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2). The disclosure aspect of the program is placed in phase

II, before any information on body parts or sexuality is

discussed. Questions may be raised as to whether the children

would be comfortable in discussing their bodies or have the

language to do so. Perhaps an earlier module on bodies and

sexuality night de-sensitize this topic, and provide the

permission and vocabulary for disclosures.

Interestingly, a second major work on group treatment

also advocates a sirnilar parallel approach with parents and

children. Damon and Waterman (l-986) offer a description of

the content and techniques utílized with paralle1 groups. A

unique and vatuable inclusion is the authorsr comments on

collaboration between the childrenrs and parentsr therapists

and supervision. For example, it is suggested that one of the

child therapists join the mothersr group at the beginning of

each session in order to receive a report on each childts

week, and that the mothers join the childrenfs group for the

final 10 minutes for feedback on their childrs response to the

sessionrs content (Damon & hlaterman, 1986). These authors

outtine the treatment goals for children as follows:

1-. To validate the expression of their various

feelings surrounding the sexual abuse.

2. To help children think about the sexual abuse

in ways that are less destructive to their

self-image by assisting them to reduce their

sense of responsibilities and guiIt, and to
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devel-op labeIs for their feelings and past

experiences.

3. To teach children to be more assertive in sexual, âs

well as in nonsexual, situations.

4. To set lirnits on childrents sexualized

responses and to help them explore appropriate

hrays of expressing their needs.

5. To help chil-dren integrate their conf licted
feelings toward the perpetrator. (Damon &

I{aterman, 1-986, p. 247)

These authors discuss 13 modules which are based on

conmon themes for sexually abused children. Each module

contains goals, techniques used with children, reactions of

children, feedback given to mothers, techniques used with

mothers, and reactions of mothers (Darnon & Waterman, l-986).

The modules (which may be presented'in 20 to 3O sessions) are:

l-. The Right to Say rrNorr

2. What Happens When You Say rrNorr?

3. Private Parts

4. Who Can You TeIl?

5. Anger and Punishment

6. What Happens $lhen You TelI?

7. What Happened to You?

8. Fault and Responsibílity

9. Separation

10. I¡lhat Happens to the Perpetrators?
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l-1. Integration of Positive and Negative Feelings

toward the Perpetrator

1,2. What If the Denial f s Maintained?

13. Sex Education.

(Damon & Waterman, 1-986, p. 248)

Damon and l^Iatermanrs material does not attend to the same

depth of detail in terms of the group content as does the work

of Mandelt and Damon. They do however, describe the use of

role plays, stories and discussion as primary techniques used

in their groups. Damon and l.laterman provide numerous

excellent stories and ideas for role plays which offer a valid

alternative to the pencil and paper medium.

To complete this review of the group therapy literature,

is an examination of six additional, shorter documents,

highlighting their unique contributions. Berliner and Ernst

(1,g84) provide a general discussion regaraing group treatment,

therapists, group structure, preparation and screening and an

outline for a six-session therapy group. one may question the

value of only six sessions; the shortest group time found in

the literature. These authors however' cover the content in

the fotlowing sequence: session one includes introductions,

statement of rules and the common experience of members, and

labelIing and defining sexual abuse; session two focuses on

offenders and the nature of theír sexual abuse; session three

presents information on bodies and enhancement of body imager'

session four discusses fanity and friends; session five
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focuses on ego enhancement, and probl-em solvirg; and session

six addresses prevention (Berliner & Ernst, L984) . The

activities employed in these groups include art, discussion,

role plays, therapeutic board games, relaxation exercises,

stories and videos.

Patricia Beezley presented rrsexual Mistreatment of Young

Children: An Intervention Modelrt at a conference in l-977 and

this is one of the earliest documentations of a group format

using t'a talking and sharing time to initiate further fantasy

and discussion, free play and a snackrr (Beez1ey, 1977).

Beezleyrs groups also evolved to include a parentsr group and

she highlights the group process as instrumental in dealing

with the denial in these families.
In a brief article, Delson and Clark (l-981-) describe

their therapy group which, according to the authors, hras a

pioneer intervention. The latency:age children involved in
this group all knew each other from a previous r¡activityrl

group and one may hypothesize that this prior involvement

facil-itated trust, group cohesion and peer support. The

authors focused much of their discussion on experiences using

role-pIay and drama and their accounts of infant regressive

behaviour. In addition, Delson and Clarkrs comments on body

contact and body image highlight a significant treatment

issue. trThe therapists saw a deep need on the part of the

girls to experience their bodies on many levels. They wanted

nurturing, demonstrated a desire for safely and boundaries,
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and v,ranted the lirnits of body contact to be exploredrr (De1son

& Clark | 1-98L, p. 1,79). This issue is inadequately addressed

in the literature. Clear1y more information from the

perspective of children and victirns on this issue and how

therapists night deal- with body irnage and personal boundaries

would be beneficial.
Sturkie ( l-983 ) describes a group treatment model- f or

latency-age victims. Several aspects of this model warrant

attention. Most striking is that the group is open ended and

it cycles continuously through eight sessions so that
participants can easily join any tine. Children usually
participate in more than one cycle (Sturkie, l-983). A primary

reason for the open-ended quality is to facilitate treatment

as soon as possible after the abuse incident or disclosure.

Each session focuses on a theme which is irnportant for
children who have been sexually abused; tt(1) believability,
(2) guilt and responsibility, (3) body integrity and

protection, (4) secrecy and sharing, (5) anger, (6)

powerlessness, (7) other life crises, tasks, and symptoms, and

(8) court attendance" (Sturkie, 1-983, p. 299) . This author

also reports that victirns of incest, non-family members and

strangers hrere mixed in these groups as well as severity of

abuse experiences. Apparently, these factors did not

adversely affect the group process or individual learning or

healing.

Corder, Haizlip, and DeBoer (1990) provide an atypical
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focus on the developrnent of a sense of mastery and defence

mechanisms found in !rinvulnerable childrentt. Their 2O session

groups were based on a progression of phases:

two introductory sessions to establish goals and a

focus for the group; four informational sessions to
help to define the terms, definitions; and

experience of sexual abuse (these sessions were

designed to develop intel-lectualization defenses

and to develop the rrvocabularytt for describing

feelings and experiences during the next group

phase); five sessions to focus on opportunitíes for
cathartic release and copíng with feelings

surrounding the experience; seven sessions to
emphasize development of other mastery techniques

for coping with the abuse (problem solving,

building self-esteem, learning to identify
potential support systems); and two sessions for
closure and summarization of the experience.

(Corder et al., 1-990, p. 245)

These authors also give a detailed description of a number of

activities and techniques such as sexual abuse colouring

books, chants, rfThe Moving On and Getting Stronger Gamerr,

rrThat was Then, But This is Now Television Game Shovirrr,

matching f eelings and faces, and rrWanda I s Storyrt and ttMy

Storyrr (Corder et aI., 1-990) .

As group therapy with sexually abused children becomes
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more accepted, the literature may move from general

descriptions of the structure and logistics of the groups to

more specific discussions of techniques and activities.

Ce1ano (l-990) has published one such article which focuses on

activities and games for groups and their advantages and

risks. This author provides a resource list and critique of

prevention films, role plays, and communication board games

such as the rrUngamerr, ttTalking, FeeIing, and Doingtr, the
ttSelf -Esteem Gamerr, rrThe Rainbow Gamerr , and rrl,et t s TaIk About

Touching'r (Celano, 1990) .

A number of sexual abuse prevention programs and

resources have been developed for use in larger groups such as

school classes. Many of the concepts and activities used in

these programs however, are easily adapted to group therapy

(Celano, l-990). More comprehensive programs include: the

C.A.R.E. Kit (C.À.R.E. Productions Associations, tg84) which

includes complete agendas and suggestions for leaders as weII

picture cards, a puppet and the book rrTrust Your Feelingstt;

and rrFeeling Yes , Feeling Nott , (Taylor & Simpson, 1-984 ) a

video program and a guide which outlines supplementary

activities. There are also a number of activity and colouring

books which may be used in their complete form or parts which

may be selected for a therapy groupr' rrRed Flag Green Flag

Peop1e: A Personal Safety Program For Childrentr (wiIlíams,
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1990), and rrMy Body Is My Own!'r (Lenett & Barthetme, l-985).1

As one reviews the literature addressing group treatment

for sexually abused latency-age children it becomes clear that
this mode of therapy is still in the experimental stages.

Because of this state of infancy, there is often a wide

variance in the experiences and reconmendations of the authors

regarding certain issues or aspects of structure. The length

of group programs for example, range from six sessions or two

months (Berliner & Ernst, L984; Beezley, 1977 ) to 33 to 47

sessions or approxirnately l-0 months (Mandell & Damon, 1989).

While there is less agreement on the length of groups,

the rational for these tine-limited, closed groups is
relatively clear. Berliner and Ernst (1984) provide a

detailed explanation of this rationale, focusing on

developmental needs, establishing their identity and positive

self-image through peer relations, de-stigmatizatíon,

understanding appropriate responsibility, and structuring a

closure on the abuse experience. An exception to the closed,

tine-lirnited concept is Sturkiers (L983) eight session group

cycles where members can join at any time and continue for
more than one cyc1e.

It would appear that developmentally, nost latency-age

children can tolerate one and a hal-f hours per therapy session

given that most of the authors reconmend this length for each

1A recent publication by Berrick
questions regarding the effectiveness
proqrams.

and Gilbert (1991) raises
of sexual abuse prevention
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group session (Mande11 & Damon, 1-989 r' MacFarl-ane & htaterrnan,

1986; Sturkie, l-983) . Corder et al-. (1-990) however, ran their
groups for only one hour. It should be noted that the group

members for this pilot study v¡ere in the younger stages of

latency (six to nine years) and this may have influenced the

decision regarding the length of group sessions.

Another significant issue is the grouprs structure, or to
what degree the therapists structure the group sessions and

what time, if any, is allowed for non-directive or free play.

Most of the authors report a significant use of structured

group activities and games. However, again the literature
ranges from a minimal- inclusion of non-directive play, if time

allows (Damon & Waterman, 1-986), to making pfay a scheduled

part of group therapy (Beezley I L977) . Two schools of thought

become apparent; one, that this age group requires almost

complete structure (Mandell & Oanon, 1,g8g) and the other

position as held by Berliner and Ernst (L984) that rryounger

children will need more playing and physicat activity as part

of group processrt (p. l-l-3) .

The sex of members and therapists is another point to be

addressed when considering group treatment for this
population. There appears to be basic agreement that same-sex

group membership is most effective for this age. Mandell and

Damon (l-989) provide a clear explanation for this in that
rrsuch groups result in less overstimulation and distraction,
and they promote the development of intimacy with same-sex
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friends" (p. 18). Whil-e most authors agree that two

therapists is advisable, there is less agreement on their

gender. Some authors state that same-sex therapists should

work with their respective groups because of the signifícance

of gender identification, content, and the possibility of, for

example, a male therapist creating anxiety for femal-e victims

of male offenders (Mandel1 & Damon, 1-989). Another view has

been proposed however, that it is critical to have male and

female co-therapists for these groups so the children will

have positive role models and interaction with both sexes

(Beezfey, L977).

Individual Child PlaY TheraPY

Whether one is working with children in group, family, or

individual therapy, the individual child or play therapy

literature is a valuable resource even though it was primarily

intended for work in the latter mode.

Schaefer and Millmanr s (L977 ) rrprescriptive approachrr !üas

found to be most progressive as it surmounts the debate

between psychoanalytic or non-directive play therapy and the

more directive or structures approaches. This approach

honours the individual nature of children, in terms of their

personality, interaction and learning styles. Thus, the

responsibility is placed on the therapist to determine vrhat

approach or techniques night be most suitable for each child

rather than fitting aII children into a model that the
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therapist prefers. rrTo use play therapy in a prescriptive

wây, then, means to choose a specific strategy for each child

patient from the wide array of theories, techniques, and

variations now encompassed by this particular category of

therapytt (Schaefer & OrConnor I L983, P. f-). Consequently' one

requires at minimum, an awareness of the major theories and

techniques and the prinary literature sources for each theory.

Vühile there is basic agreement that play is the childts

natural mode of expression and interaction, the various models

differ in their approach to the therapy process. GíI (1991-)

and Schaefer and OrConner (1-983) provide useful overviews of

the rnajor child therapies and references to the original and

additional sources of the respective models.

Psychoanalytic play therapy, founded by Melanie Klein and

Anna Freud is one of the initial atternpts to incorporate play

with child therapy. Concepts suclr as transference, PlaY as

free association, and interpretation of play are central in

this theory (GiI, 1991-). According to Esman as cited in Gi1

( l-991-) , psychoanal-ytic play therapy |tallows f or the

communication of wishes, fantasies, and conflicts in ways the

child can tolerate affectively and express at the leveI of his

or her cognitive capacitiesrr (p. L9). This writer goes on to

explain the therapistts role as rrto observe, attempt to

understand, integrate, and ultimately communicate the meanings

of the childts play in order to promote the childrs

understandinqr of his or her conflicttt (p. 19).
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Ernerging from the psychoanalytic theory is structured

play therapy where the therapist takes a much more active and

directive role (Schaefer & O'Conner, 1983). Pioneers in

structured therapies include Levy (1939), Solomon (l-938) and

Hambridge (l-955). These ctinician.s advocated for the direct

recreation and reenactment of traumatic or stress-producing

events.

Otto Rank and CarI Rogers \átere the prirnary influences in

what is known as non-directive or relationship therapíes and

Moustakas (L966) and Axline (L969) applied these concepts to

play therapy (ciI, 1991). According to Ax1ine (1'969) ' non-

directive therapy is based on the belief that each person has

the ability and drive to solve their ohln problems. Non-

directive play therapy therefore provides the opportuníty to

play out negative or stress-producing feelings and the chí1d

uJ-timately rrbrings them ffeelings] to the surface, gets them

out in the open, faces them, learns to control them, or

abandons themrr (Ax1ine, 1969, p. 16) .

Behaviour therapies are just that; they are focused on

the actual synptom or behaviour with litt1e or no attention to

past experiences or feelings. Based on the principles of

learning theory, concepts such as reinforcement and modelling

are utilized to change behaviour (GiI, 1991-).

The final chitd therapy v¡hich will be discussed here is

a more recent addition to the literature. Sand tray therapy,

as described by Kalff (1980) is based on Jungian principles
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and it promotes the child's play in sand while the therapist
interprets the use of objects and manipulation of the sand

(ciI, 1-991-) . Indications are that sand tray therapy may

become an important facet of child play therapy.

Summary

The systemic treatment models (Giarretto et â1., t978;

Sgroi, t982; Sturkie, 1-983; Trepper & Barrett, 1986) provide

a structure for understanding the multiple systems and

relationships involved in sexual abuse. As weII, systemic

treatment models coordinate interventions with families
affected by sexual abuse. Thís allows treatment agencies to
intervene at one point in a farnilyts heal-ing while maintaining

a larger treatment plan which may span several years and

several therapists or services.

This literature review has focused on the intervention
with one sub-system or population; individual and group play

therapy with latency-age female sexual abuse victims. The

parallel group models (MacFarlane & Waterman, L986¡ Mandell &

Damon, l-989) provide the most detailed accounts of group play

therapy. As weII, the parallel group approach integrates the

simultaneous treatment of caregivers, thus facilitating a

complementary progression through group treatment.

The rnother (caregiver) and child dyad has been found to

be as a priority as this sub-system has the most irnpact on the

child's healing (Giarretto et al, 1978; MacFarlane & Waterman,
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l-968; Sgroi, L982). Therapy with the mother and chitd dyad

serves to integrate the treatment themes and progress achieved

in the paralleI groups as welI as to ensure that communication

and healing is generalized to the natural farnily system.
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CHAPTER 3. THE PRACTICUM

Personnel and Supervision: A Team Approach

This practicum involved a team approach both in terms of

service delivery, therapist consultation, and supervision.

For their practica, four Master of Socíal- Work students, Barb

Gajdek, Kathy Ànderson, Ron Kane, and Karen Gamey, joined to
provide a systemic approach to treating sexually abused

latency-age and pre-adolescent children and their non-

offending caregivers. This program j-nvolved both group

therapy for the children and non-offending caregivers, and

systemic interventions.

This report addresses the paralleI treatment program for

sexually abuse latency-age females and their non-offending

caregivers. Karen Gamey and Ron Kane hrere co-therapists for

the childrenrs group. Barb Gajdek "na X.tny Anderson were co-

therapists for the non-offending caregiversr group.

Case managers were assigned to each farnily system

involved in these programs. Responsibilities of the case

manager included attending to crises, transportation

arrangements, measure completion, and implementing the farnily

system intervention. Therefore, in addition to the latency-

age child group treatment program, this report will cover four

of the six family systems involved in the latency-age

treatment program for which f was case manager (systems A, B,

C, and D).
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The committee for this practicum consisted of Dr. Barry

Trute (chairperson), Dr" Laura Mil1s, and Dr. Harvy Frankel"

Supervision and consultation were delívered as fol-Iows:

1. Dr. Laura Mil1s, 15 consultations for group play therapy;

2. Aaron Klein, four supervision sessions for group play

therapy;

3. Dr. Barry Trute, 14 supervision sessions addressing

farnily system interventions;

4. team supervision (Barb Gajdek, Kathy Ànderson, Ron Kane,

Walter Driedger, Barry Trute, Les Jerome, and Àaron

Klein), four conferences;

5. weekly consultation and de-briefs among the paralleI
group therapists;

6. weekly de-brief and preparation with the co-therapist.

Intervention ovårview

Treatment Goa1s

This practicum focused on group play therapy, the

childrenrs group aspect of the latency-age parallel treatment

program for child sexual abuse. As well, systemic

interventíons with four of the family systems involved in this
parallel group were provided. The overall treatment goals for

the children and their family systems !,¡ere:

1. provide an opportunity for and facilitate peer support

among sexual abuse victirns/survivors;

2. promote age appropriate interaction and communication
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among the children (e.9., particularly expression of

feelings regarding abuse) ;

3. present age appropriate infornation regarding sexual

abuse and sexuality (e.9., personal boundaries,

relationships, healthy touching, personal safety) ;

4. provide an opportunity to explore and release feelings

surrounding the abusive sj-tuation and other issues

through structured activities and non-directive play.

5. present, and encourage practice of, coping skills that

facilitate and lead to enhancement of the childts self-

esteem, sense of mastery, control, and sense of self as

a survivor;

6. model healthy interaction and relationships (e.9.,

adult/child and female/male); and

7. facilitate awareness of child sexual abuse issues and

support of the child in her farnily system (i.e., the

caregiver and other significant members of her system);

a primary goal being to achieve verbal communicatíon

between the caregiver and child regarding sexual abuse

and prevention.

Group PIay Therapy

The play therapy group consisted of L4 sessions, each

following a basic routine of: snack, check-in, presentation

of the sessional theme through directive play therapy (e.9.,

structured group activities and discussions), non-directíve

play therapy, and check-out. Several adjustments u¡ere made to
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this routine (including a change in the therapy room) and this

process is described in chapter four. The progression of

phases, sessional objectives and agendas, were drawn prirnarily

from the fotlowing resources: corder et aI. (l-990),

MacFarlane and Waterman (1986) ' MandeII and Damon (1989) ' and

Sturkie (1-983). The progression of phases for this group vrlas

model-ed primarily after Corder et aI. (1990) as the areas of

education, followed by release, coping, and closure seerned to

be most beneficial. The initial outline for this practicum

altowed for two sessions ín Phase I (Introduction), three

sessions in Phase II (Education), three sessions for Phase IIÏ

(Release), four sessions in Phase IV (coping and Mastery), and

two sessions in Phase V (Closure) . Changes l¡/ere made to

accommodate the childrenrs needs and progress in group. The

phases and. sessional themes for this group !,/ere as follows:

Phase I Introduction

Session l-: rrWelcomerl

Session 2: ItMaking Friendsrl

Phase II -Education

Session 3: rrFeelingsrl

Session 4: rrOur Bodies and Sexualitytt

Session 5: rrsexualitYrr

Session 6: rrTouching and Sexual Abuserl

Phase III -Release

Session 7: trMy Story and My Feelingstt

Session 8: trMy Story and My Feelingstt'
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Session 9: ttFeelings and Behavioursrl

Session 1O: rrMY Famílytt

Phase IV -CoPing and MasterY

Session 11-: rrPreventionrl

Phase V - Cfosure

Session L2t rrPreparing for Closurerl

Session l-3: rrClosurerl

Session L4z rrCelebration and Graduationrl

Familv Svstem Intervenlieng

Each fanily system v/as assessed on a case by case basis'

Interventions hlere recommended as per the treatment

progression within comprehensive systemic sexual abuse

treatment programs such as Giarretto (L976), MacFarlane &

waterman (l-986), Sgroi (1982), sturkie (1-983) ' and Trepper &

Barrett (1-986). Additional primary resources which guided the

family system therapy included Cornbrinck-Graham (l-986) 
'

Minuchin and Fishman (l-981-), and Zilbach (l-986) '

Because these fanilies were at initial stages of healing,

the systemic interventions were designed to address the most

significant relationshíps and needs of the child and her

system. For example, this inctuded individual and sub-system

contact with the present female caregiver, potential

caregivers, the most significant natural farnily members, and

the Child and Family Services workers. Therapy involving

offenders and additional natural family members hlas not

provided because of the stage in treatment and practicum time
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constraints. The priorities for the case managers h¡ere to

maximize the probability of attendance (e.9., by attending to

transportation and crises), integrate treatment issues in

terms of the paralle1 groups, facilitate awareness of sexual-

abuse and support for the child with the significant

caregivers and fanily members, and facilitate open

communication regarding sexual abuse and protection between

the child and caregiver(s).

Setting and EquiPment

The setting for this practicum hlas the Community Resource

Clinic (CRC), Iocated at 3Ol--32L McDermot Avenue, Winnipeg,

Manitoba. The CRC is a training facility for clinical

students of the Faculty of Social Work and Department of

Psychology, University of Manitoba. This facility contains

the following: three therapy rooms appropriate for family

therapy or small groups; three rooms for individual or couple

sessions; a fulIy equipped play therapy room suitable to one

or two children; and a large conference room. Al-1 therapy

rooms contain video equipment. one fanily therapy room and

the play therapy room adjoin a supervision room accessible by

a one way mírror.

A farnily therapy room hlas chosen for the non-offending

caregivers group. Both fanily therapy rooms and the play

therapy room were used for farnily system sessions. As we]1,

Some of the system sessions occurred at clientsr homes or
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Child and FarniJ-y Services offices. When possible, group and

system sessions v/ere video taped.

The conference room vtas chosen as the setting for the

childrents group sessions one through 10 and L4. A family

therapy room (containing stuffed anirnals and art materials was

utilized for sessions II, L2, and 13.

Half of the conference room is carpeted. This area was

temporarily block off for the group as the other half contains

computer equipment and couches. The conference room had two

doors on each half of the room and it was enclosed with glass.

For group play therapy, the conference room was furnished with

the foltowing toys and equipment: small- tables, seven chairs

for children, flip chart, art supplies, seven large stuffed

animals, numerous dotls (both fair and dark complexion), fully

equipped doll house, several sets of farnily figures (fair and

dark complexion) for the dolt housb, collection of wild and

domestic animats (íncluding dinosaurs and a shark), airplane,

baby bottles, a bal1, one large and several sma1l blankets,

sma1l wood and large cardboard blocks, boats, broken toy'

camera, cars, plaY dough, PlaY stove, PIaY cooking/eating

dishes and utensils, police costurne, firemanrs hat, doctorrs

kit, puppets, comb, flashlight, guns, musical instruments,

army equipment and soldiers, telephones, and tools. All of

the above hlas placed in the conference room each tine the

children had a session there. Two psycho-therapeutic board

games were added for sessions nine through t4-
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ClientsandCriteria:TheReferralProcess

Criteria for participation in the latency-age parallel

treatment Program were as follows:

1. female sexual abuse victim;

2. child, â9e seven to nine;

3. first priority given to fanilies who had experienced

intrafamilial sexual abuse, second consideration to abuse

victims involving a trusted third party;

4. the child presentty being in a stabte, safe home (natural

or foster farnily, emphasis on maintaining the placement

tr

throughout treatment) ;

the chitd be in a stable, supportive relationship wíth at

least one significant adult (caregiver) who is capable of

recognizing and rneeting the childts needs (e'g''

caregiver supportive of treatment, primary caregiver to

participate in paraltel group, protective of the child,

and restricts offenderrs access);

the child not be living with the offender; and

the chitd be at a point in her healing where she is

reasonably cornfortable and able to cope with the context

and content of treatment (e.g., discussing sexual abuse

issues, sharing personal experiences, acknowledging the

6.

7.

sexual abuse).

The referral agency gíven first priority for this

treatment program l{as the Central Region of I'finnipeg Child and

Fanily Services. Next, consíderation was given to other Child
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and Farnily Services Agencies serving or bordering core area

winnipeg (i.e., North tlest, i^Iest, Eastern, NEw FACES, and

South Regions). These agencies vlere contacted by telephone

and notified through the abuse coordinators. However'

insuf f icient numbers of clients meeting the criteria l^tere

referred. Referrals vtere made open to the following

additionat agencies: Child Guidance Clinic of Greater

Winnípeg, Marymound Family Resource Center, Child Protectíon

Centre, and Chitdrenrs Home of Winnipeg.

one of the fanily systems participating in the latency-

age paraltel group program (systern D) was a self referral by

the natural mother. The rest of the farnily systems in this

group were referred by a Child and FamíIy Services Worker.

Usually, the client was initialty identified as the child'

This initial definition was expanded to encompass the non-

offending caregiver and other significant members of the

fanily system.

A target number of six to eight members was set for the

childrenrs group. Seven girts h¡ere admitted (including one

sibling pair) , and there rtrere no ltdrop-outsrr. This provided

a total of six family systems. Names hlere changed and a

system identification devised (using the letters A to F for

the latency-age program). A lower-case letter at the end of

a name (e.g., Fiona-a) identifies the children who were

involved in a group. Members of that childts family system

have the corresponding upper-case letter at the end of their
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name (Fran-A). The respective Child and Farnily Services

workers are also identified with the appropriate upper-case

letter (e.9. , CFS-À) .

The latency-age group menbers hrere Fiona-a (eight years

old), Heidi-b (seven years oId), Cindy-c (eight years o1d),

Lucy-d (10 years o1d), Laura-d (eight years old), E1len-e (10

years old), and Dee-f (nine years old). The non-offendíng

parallel group members v¡ere Helen-B (foster mother), Carol-C

(maternal grandmother), Lori-D (natural mother), Erica-E

(foster mother), and Donna-F (natural rnother). As is
explained in chapter five, Fran-A did not participate in the

caregiversr group.

Method of Evaluation

A pre-treatment/post-treatment design for c1ínica1

evaluation h¡as implemented. The followíng standardized

measures $rere adninistered during pre-group sessions and the

final two weeks of the program: The Children's Depression

Inventory (CDI) (Kovacs, 7980/ l-981-), Childts Attitude Toward

Father (CAF) and Mother (CAM) Sca1es (Hudson, L982), Index of

Parental Attitudes (IPA) (Hudson, L982) | The Brief Beck

Depression Inventory (BDI-BF) (Beck & Beck I t97Z) | and The

Brief Family Assessment Measure III (FAM-BF) (Skinner,

Steinhauer, & Santa-Barbara, 1984). A non-standardized

measure, the Child Questionnaire (Kuhn, l-988) was also

util-ized at pre and post treatment. The Latency-Group
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Parent I s Eval-uation Form and Child Feedback Form hrere

completed at the end of treatment.

Childrents Depression Inventorv (CDI)

A depression scale v¡as chosen as an indicator of the

childrenrs mentat health because depression is one of the most

widely occurring psychological symptorns of stress. As weIl,
depressive symptoms can be reliably measured and this provides

a good indicator of outcome. The CDI was one of the few

measures of depression found which t¡as suitable for latency-
age children. According to Keyser and Sweetland (l-986), this
measure is rrcurrently the rnost frequently used self-report
measure of depression in childrentt (p. 77). Kovacs (1983)

reports a moderately hígh reliability in terms of internal
consistency (coefficient alpha = .86) and test-retest
reliability (coefficient alpha = .82). Both content and

concurrent validity have been assessed. as acceptable, though

there are some conflicting findings regarding criterion
validity (Keyser and Sweetland, 1-986).

This measure is easily administered and scored and each

of the 27 items describes a depressive symptorn or such as mood

disturbance, suicidal tendency, and self-evaluation. The most

recent scoring and interpretation information identifies l-3 as

a cutoff score for recognizing children experiencing

depression (Keyser & Sweetland, 1-986).
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childrs Attitude Towards Father ICAF) and Mother ICAM)

Tndex of Parental Attitudes IIPÀ)

A parent-child self-report assessment of their

relationship v/as essential considering the impact this
relationship has on the childts healing (MacFar1ane &

Waterman, 1986). The CAM and CAF are rrtwo of the few

instruments availabte for assessing parent-chiId relatíonship
problerns from the childts point of viewrf (Concoran & Fischer,

L987, p. 42L). As weII, these measures correspond iten by

item with the parentsr IPA. This enables detailed itern

analysis and comparison between the careg'iver and child.

Given these considerations, these measures were chosen even

though they vrere not recommended for children under L2 years

of age. During adminstration and scoring for this practicum,

particular attention r¡¡as paid to assessing the child t s

comprehension and self-report

Excellent reliabitity is reported for the CAF (mean alpha

of .95, S.E.M. of 4.56, one week test-retest correl-ation of

.96), CAM (mean alpha of .94, S.E.M. of 4.57, one week test-

retest correlation of .95) and IPA (mean alpha of .97, S.E.M.

of 3.96) (Concoran & Fischer, 1987). Concoran and Fischer

(L987 ) also report acceptable validity for these measures in

terms of construct and predictive validity.

The CAF, CAM, and IPA have a cutoff score of 30 (+5) with

scores over 30 indicating clinically significant difficulties

in that relationship from the perspective of the respondent.
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The Brief Beck Depression Inventory (BDf-BF)

Again, consJ-dering the importance of the caregiverrs

ability to support the child (MacFarlane & Waterman, l-986), an

assessment of the caregíverrs mental health was significant.
The brief form of the BDf \^ras chosen because of the short

adrninistration time (13 items) and the high correlation with
the original, longer BDI. Beck and Beck (!972) report that
the brief BDI has a correlation of 0.96 with the original BDI.

Reliability and validity studies of the original BDf showed a

split-ha1f reliability of 0.93 and sígnificant correlations
with clinical ratings of depression, other depressi-on scales,

and objective behavioral measures of depression (Beck & Beck,

1972). The BDI is one of the most widely used measures of

depression. Each of the 13 BDI-BF iterns assesses a depressive

symptom such as pessimism, self-harm, and sociat withdrawal.

This provides a means of quickty aira accurately assessing a

clientts degree of depression.

The Brief Familv Assessment Measure-IfI IFAM-BF)

A self -report measure of the f amilyts functioning r¡/as

selected to provide an indication of their ability to cope

with the sexual abuse experience, support the child, and

assess the overall horne environment. The FAII brief scale was

chosen because of the short adninistration time (14 items) and

its high correlation with The Family Assessment Measure-III2.

2rnformation
from Dr. Harvey
Ontario.

regarding the FAMIII Brief Sca1e is available
Skinner, Alcohol Research Foundation, Toronto,
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The FAM-BF was created by choosing two of the original items

most highly correlated v¡ith each of the seven factors
(therefore 1,4 items) . The seven factors are: task
accomprishment, rore performance, communication, affective
expression, affective invorvement, control, and values and

norms. studies rrhave shown that the FAM scares are quite
reliable, and they significantly differentiate between problem

and nonproblem families" (Skinner et aI., 1_9g3, p. l_04) .

The Child Ouestionnaire (Child-o)

No standardized measure hras found which assesses a

victimts resolution of child sexuar abuse. Nor was there a

standardized scare found for a childrs knowledge of sexuarity
and personal safety, av/areness of feelings, and concept of
boundaries and body ownership. Kuhn (t-g8g) presented The

child Questionnaíre in her Master of social I{ork practicum

report. This questionnaire was chosen because it provides a

useful means for assessing the childrents knowledge and

perceptions around sexuality and personal safety.
Latency Group-Parentts Evaluation Form

Latency Group-Child Feedback Form

An evaluation and feedback form vrere created by the

students involved in this program. These questionnaires hrere

intended to provide the caregivers and children an opportunity
to express their opinions regarding the treatment program and

implementation. As welr, these forms provided feedback with
regards to learning and change experienced by the crients.
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Clinicat Assessment

C1inica1 observations h¡ere an essentiat aspect of initial

assessments, ongoing analyses, and final evaluations'

clinical assessments of the children were guided by attention

to dimensj-ons which are indicative of adaptive coping and

mental health (L. Mil1s, personal communication I ]-992) ' Four

significant dimensions were identified: verbal communication,

limit testing, resolution of the sexual abuse, and use of

play. Observations of the caregivers focused on their ability

to support and communícate with the chitd. The evaluation

discussions in chapter five also reflect each systemrs

progress in relation to the treatment goals (noted previously

in this chaPter).
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CHAPTER 4. TNTERVENTTON: GROUP PLAY THERAPY

Intake and Pre-group Procedures

The primary objectives of the intake and pre-group

sessions l^¡ere:

1. Outline the treatment program and criteria.
2. Reach a mutual decision with the caregiver and referring

agent in terms of the programrs suitability for this
system.

3. Secure the involvement of the child's caregiver(s).

4. Gather intake information.

5. Begin to join with the child and adult clients.
6. Complete an initial assessment (clinical observations and

pre- measures).

Objectives one through four were addressed in an intake

meeting with the caregiver and the Child and Family Services

Worker. The establishment of rapport with the adults was also

paramount in this session. ft was requested that the chitd
not attend the intake in order to allow the caregi-ver and

worker to first, acquire an understanding of the program and

secondly, aIlow all parties the clear option of not endorsing

involvement. This approach avoided the possíbility of

informing a child that she would not be rneeting the therapist
again or part,icipating in treatment.

l,Ihen the systemrs involvement viras indicated, two pre-

group sessions with the child and caregiver !,/ere reconmended.
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rnitialry, the therapist net with both the child and caregiver
in the play room. This provided an opportunity to assess

their rerationship, to assure the comfort of the child, and to
openly acknowledgement the sexuar abuse and purpose of
treatment. As we1l, the therapist could determine the
crientsr present state of coping with the abuse incident(s).
with the childrs permission, the pre-group sessions continued

with the chitd and caregiver meeting individually with a

therapist. Acting as therapist and case-manager, the child
sessions for systems A (Fiona-a and Fran-A), B (Heidi-b and

Helen-B), C (Cindy-c and Carol-C), and D (Lucy-d, Laura-d., and

r,ori-o) h¡ere completed. The focus v/as on joining, preparing

the child for the content and context of treatment (incruding
video-taping), and compreting the sociar-psychologicar
assessment. This assessment package included the pre-measures

child Questionnaire, cDr, cAìd, and cAF and optionally, the
child's drawings of family/caregivers and school. The

individual sessions for the caregivers alrowed the clients to
meet the paral-ler group therapists and to complete their pre-
measures (reported in this practicurn Brief FAI{ rrr, BDr, rpA).
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Phase I Introduction

Session 1: rrWelcomerl

Obiectives

i-. Define the purpose of the group.

2. Begin to establish a basís for support and rapport

between the children and therapists.

3. Provide positive reinforcernent for the childrents

involvement in group and build on their self-esteem.

Aqenda

l-. Snack

-introduction of children and therapists.

2. Discussion: ilWelcome and Introducti-onrr

-the purpose of the group.

-that all group mernbers have been sexually abused.

-responsibility for sexual abuse is the offendersr.

3. rrGo-aroundrr - each participani shares her name and age.

4. rrName Gamerr - with name tags and a balt.

5. Discussion around setting of ru1es.

6. Individual Handout: I'This is a Picture of Merr.

7. Non-directive play.

8. Closure and check out

-concept of privacy.

-where and to whom group issues or content may be

discussed.

-bathroom bef ore group start,s.

-feelings about group.
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Session Surnmary

The most significant process development in the first

session of group was the connection and cohesion established

amongi group members and between the children and therapists.

The fact that some of the children knew each other from school

may have contributed to some of the joíning in tv/ors and

three I s.

During the discussion regarding the purpose of group, it

became apparent that some members were more comfortable than

others in terms of the subject of sexual abuse and their

involvement in treatment. Fiona-a, Cindy-c, and Dee-f became

quiet, withdrahrn, or had difficulty attending. Heidi-b, Lucy-

d, Laura-d, and Ellen-e however, became very eager to telI

their rrstoriesfl and the group maintained this exchange of

information for approximatety 30 minutes. These members

shared past intrafamilial abuse and more recent incidents

invol-ving unwanted touching at school or on the street. This

provided an excellent opportunity for the therapists to

reinforce personal safety ski1ls, appropriate responsibility,

and feelings.

Because group members v/ere eager to tatk during snack and

the discussion, the therapists chose to adjust the agenda to

al1ow for additional time in these areas. As a result, there

was insufficient time to discuss group rules in any depth or

to use the ttPicture of Merr handout. Fiona-a suggested that a

schedule be posted so that the group would be ahlare of
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activities and time allotments. The therapists experienced

some dif f iculty rnaintaining the group I s focus on the rrName

Gamert as the girls htere anxious to begin non-directive play.

The play time involved exploration of the toys in t!üors,

threefs, and individually. The group cooperated well during

this part of the session.

At closure, several members commented they !,¡ere tired and

most were anxious to see their mothers. Overall, positive

feelings about group were expressed.

Session 2: ttMaking Friendsrt

obj ectives

l-. Build on the foundation for support and trust between the

therapists and children.

2. Emphasize acceptance and believability in the group.

3. Atlow for expression of feelings.

4. Establish group rules and a weiekly routine.

Agenda

l- . Snack.

2. Circle tirne

-brief review of the purpose of group.

-rules and routine.

-check-in.

3. Presentation of the session therne: rrFriends and Helpingtt

(C.A.R.E. Productions Associations' 1984) ) .

4. Group Brainstorm: I'Friends" (Mandell & Damon, l-989).

5. Non-directive PIaY.
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6. Circle tirne

-check-out.

-selection of stuffed animal as a transitional object.
Session Summary

Group members again became involved in general discussion

during snack and the therapists extended this time to
facil-itate joining. The children showed a need for food.

All members participated fuIly in the discussion

regarding the rules and routine. Àppropriate ideas hrere

expressed and the group v/as able to reach a consensus on the

following rules:
1. Raise your hand when you want to say something.

2. PIay and work safely - no physical fighting.
3. lVhen a teacher (therapist) says something, listen.
4. Cooperate - take turns talking, listening and playing.

5. Do not copy other peoplers work.

6. Stay in our half of the room.

7. Go to the washroom before group.

8. Clean-up rnaterials when finished.

9. Fo1low our schedule.

In response to Fiona-ats suggestion regarding a posted

schedule and. the obvious benefits of this concept, the

therapists outlined a sessional routine. The following

structure was outlined on poster paper and displayed in the

therapy room each week.

1. Snack (15 minutes).
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2. Circle tirne (15 minutes)

-check-in.

-presentation of the weekly theme.

3. ActivitÍes (20 rninutes)

-facilitating rearning and expression around the theme.

4. Play tirne and clean-up (30 minutes).

-non-directive p1ay.

5. Circle time (10 minutes).

-check-out.

while the group verbalized their support of the rures and

routine, most had difficulty forrowing through on the rimits
and structure. some of this lack of focus seemed to be due to
their attention to a conflict between the sibling pair (see

system D discussion, chapter 5). rt appeared that having one

sibring pair may interfere with group process. severaJ_ group

members commented on this conftict thus presented an

opportunity to discuss probrem solving skitls and to reinforce
insight and assertion.

Both the group discussion regarding nFriendsr and. the
non-directive pray tirne faciritated the development of trust
within the group. The discussions promoted further
understanding around issues such as peer relations, supportive
relationships, and secrets. Exampres of their comments are:
A good friend wiII. . . ,tplay togetherr; r would always tell rny

friend rrsecrets, good secretsfr; r would never tell my

friend rrthat someone touched merr.
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Phase II - Educati-on

Session 3: rrFeelingsrt

Objectives

1-. Define and acknowledge feelings.
2. varidate and give permission for ownership and expression

of feelings.

3. Prepare the children for dealing with a variety of
uncomfortable and conflicting feelings associated with
abuse.

4. Encourage empathy.

Agenda

1. Snack

-exact number of food iterns on pIate.

-review names and schedule with emphasis on natural
consequences of tine.

2. Circl-e tirne

-check-in.

-presentation of rrFeelingsrr theme (C.A.R. E. productions

Associations, L984, session 1).

-distribute a set of "Feelings Cardsrr (Appendix F) to
each member and discuss their use.

4. Group discussíon: rrWhat kinds of things make people

feel...rr (Mande1l & Damon, 1989, Handout 3-1).

5. Individual art activity: ItI feel when . . . rr.

6. Feelings Charades.

7. Non-directive play
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-optional art activity - rrI feel when . . . n.

8. Circle time and check-out.

Session Summary

The therapists concluded that the childrenrs neediness of
food was not due to physical hunger. Rather, this need for
food was believed to be symbolic of the childrenrs quest for
emotional nurturance, protection, and care. The therapists
increased the structure during snack (i.e., food items
allotted per child). As werr, the therapists reflected the
need of food and its connection to emotional needs and

nurturance to the children.
This session showed an improvement in the areas of

listening, sharing, grroup support and involvement. As v/as

indicated in the pre-measures (chiId euestionnaire, Appendix

B), most mernbers did not have a sophisticated grasp of feeling
identification or expression. The presentat,ion of the
frFeelingsrr theme and the related activities served to broaden

the chirdren's vocabulary and enhance their confidence in
identifying feerings. The 'Feelings cardsr, with the
respecÈive facial illustrations qrere particularly effective.
Heidi chose the rrloneryrr feeling card to describe her feelings
durÍng check-in. she went on to talk about her fear of re-
victirnizat.ion for herself and the other girls. Heidi r s

initiative and open comments presented excellent modelling for
other members and an opening for the therapists to offer
information and reinforcement. some responses in the
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discussion around cause of feelings hrere: trfunerals and deathrl

for sad; ttphysical hurtingt for scared; and rno yelring,
foster homes, and peopre in jairt for the ,safe, feering.

There was insufficient time to include the art activity
and charades so the therapists made these activities available
during the non-directive play. some of the pray themes in the
non-directive play tine were nurturing and hearing
(doctor/patient, the blanket), protection and aggression
(porice, shooting, bricks), and. rerationships (retters to the
therapists on the flip chart, christmas art). Group members

frequentry sought the therapistsr invorvement in their play.
Several occasions arose where discussion addressed personal

boundary issues.

closure of this session seemed to be difficurt for most

group members. The girrs resisted gathering for our circle
time and check-out. cindy-c verbalized her feerings, stating
that she hras sad to leave the group. The therapistst
reflected that this feering may have been experienced by other
members of the group.

Session 4: rrOur Bodies and Sexualityil
Objectives

1. Provide the chil-dren with information regarding bodies

and sexuarity. This witr read to mutual- terms and

definitions for parents and children.
2. Facilitate the chirdrenrs comfort in discussing bodies,

sexuality, touching and abuse.
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3. Develop an understanding of private versus public
relations, and inappropriate versus appropriate touching
thus establishing a sense of boundaries.

Agenda

l-. Snack

-review schedute.

2" Circle time

-check-in with the feeling cards.

-presentation of this weekIs therne: ,Bodies and

sexualitytt (c.A.R.E. productions Associations I rg}4).
Activity books: I'Body Parts and Ownership'r.

Non-directive p1ay.

Circle tine

-song: t'My Body's Nobody t s Body But Miner (Taylor,
1e84).

-check-out.

Session Summary

Before circle time began, all group members selected a

stuffed animal or doll- and some herd this toy through the
discussion. The feering cards dernonstrated increasing
effectiveness as an aid for check-in and overatl expression of
feelings. All members were abre to identify and express at
least one feeling. observations vrere that this higher level
of sharing was also reflective of greater group cohesion.

During the discussion regarding body parts, most members

showed some embarrassment and discomfort (e.g., roud raughing,
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reluctance to look at pictures). As indicated in the pre-

measures, Some members v¡ere avlare of appropriate label-s f or

body parts. In view of the childrenrs interest and responses,

conclusions v¡ere that all benefitted from this discussion.

A primary theme evident in the non-directive play was

caretaking (e.g., dolls and stuffed animals) and the use of

the doll house. As welt, the girls played with the doctor kit

and engaged in art activities focusing on the Christmas theme.

Difficulty with the session closure escalated from last

week. When the therapists attempted to wind down the sessíon

and gather the girls for a check-out, members loudly

verbalized their response (e.9., ttno, rlo, norr and Laura-drs

statement rrl donrt want to clean up because I donrt want to

leaverr). They continued in their play and increased the noise

level (e.g., noise rnaking toys, screaming, running, and

singing). The therapists connected behaviours with possible

feelings and reflected the groupts difficulty with leaving.

Session 5: ttsexualitytt (continued)

objectives

1. Provide additional information regarding sexuality.

2. Recognize there are many different kinds of touches with

numerous people in our lives.

3. Present initial information regarding sexual abuse (e.g- 
'

adutt responsibility and the right to say rrnorr).
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Agenda

l- " Snack "

2. CircÌe time

-check-ín.

-introduction to the video: twhere Did r come Fromrl

(Walsh & New [,ior1d Video, 1985) .

3. Watch the video; de-brief and discuss.

4. Read together and calor individual books: rrMy Body r s My

Ownrr (Lenett & Barthelme, LgBS).

5. Non-directive play

-make Christmas cards for each other.

6. Circle time

-closure and check-out.

-exchange of cards.

-gifts from Santa.

Session Summary

This check-in contained the most involved and productive

sharing thus far. The group hras able to stay on this task and

actively listen to each other. Again, most members used the
feeling cards. For example, Heidi I s feeling was t,happyr'.

!,Ihi1e attempting to find the words to expr-ain vlhy she felt
happy, Heidi whispered to the female therapist asking, ilwhat

is the word that means I didntt die when I vras raped?, The

therapist offered the word rrsurvivedrr and this presented an

excerlent opportunity Lo discuss this concept and to reinforce
all group members.
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The video captured the grouprs interest and they seemed

more comfortable with the content than last week. Members

asked age-appropriate questions throughout the video and

during the de-brief. The group was very anxious to start
their non-directive play and thus had difficulty staying

focused on the activities. PIay themes v¡ere doctor, police,

and Christmas art activities.

The therapists initiated clean-up and no requests v¡ere

made of the children to help. This seemed to produce less

resístance to closure than in the previous session. Group

members were very excited about their Christmas cards and

gifts and so an actual check-out was not achieved.

Session 6: rtTouchingr and Sexual Abuserl

obj ectives

1. Continue presenting inf orrnation and stirnulating

díscussion around touching, feelings and sexual abuse.

2. De-stigr"matize and validate the childrenrs experiences and

feelings by relating stories of other children who have

been sexually abused

Encourage the children to explore their feelings and

reactions to sexual abuse.

Begin to break the cycle of secrecy and shame by

facilitating the childrenrs disclosures.

3.

4.
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Agenda

l-. Snack.

2. Circle time

-check-in.
3. Therapist read rrPromise Not To Tellrr from No More Secrets

For Me (Wachter, 1983).

4. Discussion of the story using a sunmary fill in the blank

format (Appendix c).
5. Discussion of four important terms/concepts: child

sexua 1 abuse , f ee l- ings , secrets , and

of f ender / perpetrator .

6. Group mural: ItTouching and Feelingsrl

-using pictures from magazines, identify various feelings

that arise from different touches.

7. Non-directive play

-optional art activities - ,tI get a good/yes feeling from

this kind of touch...rr and I'I get a bad/no feeling from

this kind of touch. . . rr.

8. Circle-time and check-out,

Session Summary

During snack, several group rnembers showed an increase in
their need for food. The two week Christmas break did not

seem to adversely affect the grouprs cohesion. There rras

progress in sharing personal experiences, t,aking risks and

asserting themselves. The group showed some difficulty
settling in for discussion and activities in that alL members
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brought a toy to the circle (e.9., doIIs, stuffed animals).

rnitiarly, the children expressed some resistance to hearing

the story but they became quite captivated as the story
progressed. The ttfill in the blankrr discussion indicated that
the children achieved a reasonabl-e grasp of tMaureenrst (the

character) experience and feelings. This format was used in
order to prepare the girls for telling their ov¡n story (e.g.,
Appendix I). There was insufficient tine to do the group

mural.

The non-directive play tirne contained more conflict than

usual (e.9., assertiveness, setting of personal boundaries,

difficulty sharing, physical aggression). The increase in
confrict and aggression seemed to be reflective of the groupts

anxiety with therapy content and movement into the Rerease

Phase. PIay themes focused on stuffed animals, dolls, singing
ftMy Bodyrs Nobodyrs Body But Minerr'lTay1or & Simpson, LgB4),

and the doctor kit.
As weII, several group members initiated body tracing and

this provided an excellent opportunity to discuss ownershíp

and personar boundaries and for the members to assert their
boundaries. In this session, several members (Heidi-b, Lucy-

d, Fiona-a) sought attention and physical closeness from the

therapists. They responded well to hugging and caretaking and

courd usuarly maintain appropriate boundaries. Group members

verbarized their refusal to reave group and desires to stay in
the session. They did not gather for circle time so the
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therapistrs atternpted to shake hands and check-out with each

child as she left the room. This v/as reasonably effective and

positively received by the group.

Phase III - Release

Session 7: ttMy Story and My Feelingstt

Obiectives

1. Facílitate and support verbal and/or non-verbal

expression of the sexual abuse experiences; validating
feelings thereby reducing isoÌatíon, stigrmatization and

risk of behavioral manifestations.

2. Validate confusing and contradictory feeJ-ings regarding

perpetrators and other family members.

3. Assist in the identification and understanding of

feelings such as guilt, responsibility, shame and

secrecy.

4. Facilitate appropriate comfort, nurturance and validation
from therapists and children thus reinforcing the

childrents abílity to cope (rrsurvivalt,).

Acrenda

1. Snack

-discuss problem with leaving at the end of session and

options to ease leaving.

2. Circle time

-review previous week and prepare for disclosure.

-revíew issues of personal boundaries, appropriate
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touching, expression of feerings and staying, in our harf
of the room.

-check-in with feeling cards.

3- Puppet show (by therapists) portraying a disclosure of
child sexual abuse (Appendix H).

4. Discussion around secrecy and sharing (i.e., who, what,

where, and why).

5. opportunity for group members to share and exptore their
sexual abuse experiences and/or feerings using one or a

combination of the following medians: a) verbal, b) firl
in the blank disclosure (e.q., Appendix I), c) drawing

and wrJ-ting, and d) dolls or puppets.

6. Non-directive play.

7. Circ1e time

-snack, check-out, closure.

Session Surnmary

Lucy-d and Laura-d joined the group after the puppet show

and their late arrival seemed to inhibit their disclosures.
Lucy-d and Laura-d were pre-occupied with rnissing snack. This

extreme neediness of food vras also evident in other group

members (Heidi-b, Dee-f). rt was observed that the grouprs

need of food and attentionr âs welr as their verbar and non-

verbal aggression and difficurty attending, had escarated with
the progression towards more intinate and sexual abuse

orient,ed content.

Most group members lrere involved in check-in; sharing
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feelings and responding with enpathy or suggestions for
problem solvíng. Heidi-bts feelings were sad and v¡orried

because she might get sexually abused again.

There hras some difficulty focusing the children on group

activities and discussions and the girls often chose

individuar non-directive play (this has been a consistent
pattern for Dee-f). The girls also brought toys to circle
time or discussions. They seemed to have a need for the toys

at these times and it did not seem to detract from their
ability to listen to or understand content. The grouprs

interest was captured by the puppet show.

When presented with the opportunity to share their
experiences and feelings regarding sexual abuse, Fiona-a,

Heidi-b, and Cindy-c showed comfort and confidence in
cornpleting this activity. Members r{rere given approximatery 10

minutes to prepare for sharing and then were asked to gather

in the group. Fiona-a chose the fill in the blank median

(Appendix I) and asked the femal-e therapist to read her story
to the group. Heidi-b and cindy-c drew pictures of themselves

and their offenders with accompanying stories. whire Heidi-b
has consistently been open and very knowledgable regarding

sexual abuse, she seems to have great difficurty listening to
other children terr their stories of sexuar abuse. Dee-f made

a good attenpt at her o$rn puppet show but the group had

difficurty attending and her content was difficult to folrow.

Ellen-e was very pre-occupied with the major changes in her
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placement plans and this seemed to affect her invorvement in
sharing. There had been a breakdown in her long-term foster
placement, and there vras a potentiat for two additional moves.

Erren-e verbalized her reasoning that her sexuar abuse

experiences are rrprivatetf and therefor she was not comfortable

disclosing in the group setting. The group expressed their
wish to proceed with non-directive pray even though some

members had chosen not to disclose this week (Lucy-d and

Laura-d) and there was insufficient time for others (Dee-f).

ft hras made cl-ear that Lucy-d, Laura-d, Ellen-e and Dee-f

would be given the opportunity to discl_ose next week. The

situational crises in two systerns (E and D) seemed to
precípitate anxiety for these chirdren and impact on overall
group process.

The snack at closing circle tirne facilitated closure and

leaving the session.

Session 8: ttMy Story and My Feelingstt (continuedt

Objectives

As per session 7 ¡ to allow all group members an opportunity

for sharing.

Agenda

1. Snack.

-review room boundaries.

2. Circle tine and check-in.

3. Opportunity for members to share and explore their
experiences and feelings regarding sexual abuse
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(particularly those members who did not share last week).

4. Non-directj-ve p1ay.

5. Snack and Closure.

Session Summarv

Initially, most mernbers srere involved in the circle time

and check-in and there lJas good expression of feelings.
Fiona used one of the rrl feel when . . . rr handouts to draw

a picture and write trl feel sad when nobody comes to the group

[circle]tt. Gradually, members moved avray from the group to
individuar play. The girrs had difficulty focusing on tasks

and rnaintaining group linits and structure. There r^ras very

little additional sharing around the sexual abuse theme.

PIay involved numerous boundary statements and conflicts
(e.9., difficutty sharing toys and space, building forts and

wa1ls, and invasion and privacy rules). lrihile talking with
Lucy-d and Dee-f about their brick walls and forts, Lucy-d

told the female therapist that I'they [bricks/wa11s] make us

happytt. From these play themes, the therapists initiated a

discussion around rrsaferr and rrunsaferr places. Most members

gave examples of safe and unsafe places, indicating their
comprehension of safety factors. Lucy-drs example of an

unsafe place !/as rrin guysr roomsrr. Some members who v¡ere

involved in conflict (e.9., Heidi-b, Laura-d) progressed to
more effective problem solving and cooperative play. Laura-d

had often responded to conflict by leaving the situation or

the roorn. fn this session, she came to the female therapist
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crying and stated that Heidi-b had hurt her feelings when she

told her to rrshut-uprr. With some mediation, these two girls
vrere able to resolve their difficulties; Heidi-b apologized

and both stayed in the room. Àdditional play themes included

dolls, the doll house, blankets, ttMy Bodyts My Ov¡nrt coì-ouring

book (Lenett & Barthelme, L985), art work, and cooking (p1ay-

dough).

Some group members were very needy of food at closure

(Lucy-d, Heidi-b, Dee-f). There was Limited verbalization of
feelings during check-out.

Session 9: rrFeelings and Behavioursrt

Objectives

1. De-brief and address feelings and behaviours that hrere

generated in sessions 7 and I regarding sexual abuse.

2. Increase comfort level with talking about past abuse

experiences and related feelings.

3. Assist grout members in identifying their feelings and

understanding behaviours that aríse from these feelings.
4. fntroduce the concept of rrsurvivingrr and rnovingi on.

Agenda

1. Snack

-check-in.

2. Circle t,ine

-de-brief membersr concerns regarding decreased

participation in circle time and discussions.

3. Game: rrMatching Feelings and Behavioursrr.
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et4. Board Game: rrMoving on and Getting Strongerrf (Corder

â1., L990).

5. Non-directive ptay.

6. Snack and closure.

Sessíon Summarv

The theme for this session $¡as created directly in
response to some group membersr reaction to the content in
sessions seven and eight (i.e., withdrawal into individual
p1ay, avoidance, aggression, and trleavingrr behaviours) .

This was the first session when check-in was officially
included during snack tine. The girls seemed more settled and

able to participate in a check-in at this tirner. seemingly a

more natural tine for rrho!,¡ are you/how was your v/eekrl

discussions. The group noted Lucy-d and Laura-dts absence.

I,IhiIe the group had some difficulty settling in for circle
tine, most members were able to attend to Fiona-ats picture ttl

feel sad when nobody comes to the group [circle] rr and Heidi-
bf s rrnessagtett (as told to the female therapist in the last
session) :

If you have problemsr yoü shouldntt carry them

inside you or else it will be a night mare. Ànd if
you donrt teII people you can trust, then you will
be sad each day when you think of it.. Itrs very

important to teII.

The group hras basically divided in half in terms of their
participation in the group games, with the other half
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resisting the therapists' invitations Èo play and choosing

non-directive individual or dyadic p1ay. Fiona-a and EIIen-e

$¡ere consistent in their involvement in the group activities,
seemingly very comfortabLe with and interested in sharing

feerings and experiences. cindy-c r^ras arso invorved but

occasionally withdrew to individual play. Heidi-b spent most

time in individual or dyadic non-directive play with
occasional attention to the group ganes. Her play contained

physical aggression and conflict with group members and

therapists as well as inappropriate sexual content in her

Ianguage and actions. Dee-f was exclusively involved in
individual or dyadic non-directive play. One of the attempts

to facilitaLe Dee-frs a$tareness of her feetings and behaviours

v¡as to give her the rtleaving'r behaviour card (Appendix F) .

The female therapist encouraged exploration and discussion of
this behaviour and possible teeiings (using the feeling
cards). Dee-f eventually verbalized her rrsadrr feeling.

The rrMatching Feelings and Behavioursrr game consisted of
feeling cards, behaviour cards, and a sponge batl. The

directions for this game were that a member pick a feeling she

had in this session or in session seven or eight, show the

group, stick the card on to the ball, and throw the ball to
another participant. The receiver picks the behaviour card

which she bel-ieves matches the feeling of the sender. The

sender then tells the group if the guess was right and if not,

identifies the correct behaviour. This same sequence could be
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followed if the sender wishes to pick a behaviour and have the

receiver guess which feeting goes with that behaviour. Àn

example of the feering and behaviour matches was Fiona-ars sad

feeling with the leaving behaviour.

The rrMoving on and Getting Strongerrr board game (Corder

et â1. , 1990) , with the ItPractisingtt, rrl,earningin, and

[Tellingrr cards (Àppendix K) faci]-itated sharing and valuable

discussion. One of Fiona-ars cards asked her to give an

example of a bad touch and she responded rrhrhen my Dad sexually

abused merr. Throughout the games, Fiona initiated and

maintained appropriate physicat closeness with the male

therapist.

Non-directive play themes again included the use of

blocks in naking forts and waIls, dolIs, blankets, the

doctorrs kit. An emerging theme was one using guns to arrest
the male therapist as wel-I as placing hin in an electric chair
and executing him (e.9., Fiona-a). It would appear that
Fiona-ars comfort with the male therapist allowed her to play

out punishment (perhaps of her perpetrator).

Sorne group members were extremely needy of food during

the check-in and closure. Overall, the grouprs need of food

escalated through the Release Phase.
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Session 10: trMy Familyrt

Obiectives

1. Acknowredge ambivalent and conflicting feerings towards

farnily members including painful feelings due to
disappointment, hurt and loss.

2. Recognize appropriate responsibility for separations,

loss, and change.

3. Recognize appropriate responsibility regarding child
protection/chird care and abuse thus establishing the

childrs need for rrcaretakingtt (sometimes in the form of
a rrne!ì,'rr fanily) .

Agenda

1. Snack

-check-i-n.

-discussion around listening to others.

2. Individual art and story: ttMy fanily who I lived with
while f was being abusedrr and rrMy family who I live with
nowlr.

3. Opportunity to share the above with the group - discuss

differences, separations, and losses.

4" Individual letters to parents and caregivers (e.g.,
Appendix J); explain parentsr letters and opportunity for
children and parents to share their 1etters.

5. Non-directive play

-optional board game: rrMoving on and Getting Strongerrt

(Corder et al., 1990).
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6. Snack and closure.

Session Summarv

As this session began, it became clear that most of the

chirdren h/ere experiencing significant change or crises in
their lives (e.9., changes in residences and caregivers) . For

example, Fiona-ars foster-mother hras in hospital and there
$¡ere plans for the placement of a home-maker; Heidi-b's foster
farniry changed residences and plans srere being made for visits
with her naturaJ- famiry. These issues entered into the group

process and content and contributed to a digression frorn the

structure and agenda. rt should be noted that the theme for
this session t'My Famiry'r r ilây have contributed to their
anxiety. Anxiety seemed to have been escarating through the

Release Phase. In this session, the childrents anxiety was

expressed through extreme testing of lirnits, running, t,playt'

hitting and fighting, withdrawal, Íack of attention to group

activities, physical and verbal aggression among the chirdren
and towards the therapists, less cooperation in their play,

increased noise l-eveI, and leaving the therapy room.

Most group members had difficulty focusing on the art
act.ivity about their farnilies and the letters to their parents

and caretakers. With assistance from the therapists however,

Fiona-a and Laura-d were able to complete these tasks. The

other girls consistently withdrew and digressed to individual
or dyadic non-directive play. PIay themes involved dolls,
blankets, blocks, the board game, a member initiated puppet
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show, guns, and the police costume.

The therapists ended this session 15 minutes early
because of the noise level, the lack of structure, and

children leaving the therapy room. Heidi-b was very angry at

the female therapist, as she expressed the groupts desire to
stay and play.

Phase IV - Coping and Mastery

Session 1L: ttPreventionrl

Objectives

1. De-brief last sessíon and discuss reasons for moving to

a small-er room.

2. Present personal safety infornation and provide an

opportunity for members to practice these skíI1s (i.e.,
recognizing and responding to potential sexual abuse

situations and sexual advances¡.

3. Develop a safety list for each member and present the

belief that authority figures can and should be told
about sexual abuse.

4. Assist the children in developing a clear understanding

of boundaries.

5. Provide the children with an opportunity to complete or

add to their letters to caretakers.
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Agenda

L. Discuss last session, the move to a smaller room, and

¿.

3.

changes in structure and ruIes"

Snack and check-in.

Presentation of Red F1ag/Green FIag book (Wil1iams, 19BO)

and game (books to take hone).

Develop individual safety lists.
Complete letters to their caretakers.

Make Valentinets Day cards for their mothers and/or

4.

5.

6.

foster-mothers.

7. Joint snack/Valentines Day party and closure with the

mothersr group.

Session Summary

In the waiting room before session, several group members

(ElIen-e and Lucy-d) verbalized their anticipation of
repeating last sessionrs performancé of running, noise making,

and general rule breaking. AIl group members showed or

verbalized their disappointment and anger with the change in
room and structure (e.9., no toys or non-directive play).

These changes were made with the understanding that more

structure and less non-directive play rnight bríng the grouprs

feelings and behaviours under control, thus stabilizing their
anxiety and sense of safety. White the therapists srelcomed

discussion around the rules and structure, three rules were

non-negotiable: 1) one person out of the room at a tine 2)

Ithelpingtt behaviours occur here (not hurting) 3) members wilt
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participate j-n group activities (or choose to sit in the room)

and the therapists wilr provide the materials. The inítiaI
discussion regarding the changes was difficurt and lengthy

because of the grouprs anger, reructance to participate, and

testing of lirnits (e.9., Ieaving room). fn retrospect, part
of the grouprs anger $¡as also in response to the change in
schedule (discussion before snack). The discussion rnight have

been more effective and condensed if it had occurred

simul-taneously with snack.

There was some participation in the Red Flag/Green Flag

game, showing good identificatj-on of rrred flagil and rgreen

flagrr situations and touchi-ng. Because of the lengthy process

at the start of this session and some continued inabirity to
attend, there was insufficient tine to complete the safety
rists and letters to caregivers. There was a definite shift
in group process and cooperation wnite they made the cards for
their mothers. Group members showed excellent cooperation and

sharing skirrs which giave the therapists an opportunity to
reinforce positive behaviour.

The joint Valentines party and closure, where the
parallel groups h¡ere combined in the fanily therapy room,

proved to have a very carming infruence on the chirdren. The

mothers provided some concrete nurturance (e.g., cards and

giving of food) and some very warm interactions between

mothers and children vJere observed.
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Phase V - Closure

Session 12: trPreparing for Closurett

obi ectives

1. Introduce the topic of group closure and explore feelings

around change and loss (i.e. , of group and family).

2. Provide an opportunity to finish the letters to

caregivers and prepare for sharing.

3. PIan and begin to prepare for the final party.

4. Facilitate a review of group content including comments

on personal gains.

Àqenda

1. Snack

-highlight positive involvement in last session.

-outline activities for this session.

-review rul-es particularly helping and not hurting

others.

-discuss closure.

-check-in.

2. Letters to caregivers.

3. PIan and begin preparations for the party.

4. Read and begin work on the closure books to take home

(Appendix L) .

5. Board Games: rrMoving on and Getting Strongerrr (Corder et,

â1, 1990) and |tTalking Feeling and Doingrt (Gardner,

Le73) .
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6. Closure

-check-out.

-joint snack with mothersr group.

Session Summary

Generarry, the group hras much more settled in this
session that last week. some members held a stuffed animal

throughout much of the session and this seemed to contribute
to the more relaxed atmosphere. The members hrere reasonably
responsive to limits, rules, and activities. rn addition,
some members shared their snack with another child (e.g.,
Heidi-b and Lucy-d). This hras a significant contrast to the
extreme neediness of food which had been observed in previous

sessions. while discussing closure, cindy-c informed the
group that there lrere two sessions remaining and that she was

looking forward to the ending of group.

The group worked hard on their letters to caregivers,
expressing feelings (e.g., anger, 1oss, disappointment) and a
good understanding of appropriate responsibirity for sexual

abuse. The girrs often asked for assistance from the
therapists. The need for croseness and attention from the
therapists was prevalent in this activity and whire working on

the closure books. The cLosure books contained art and rrfill

in the brankrr activities which would serve as a review and

termination technique. Taking the books home provided a

transition object and rerninder for the chirdren of their
group, growth, and learning. while working on the activities,
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there hras some herpful interaction between members. The group
Inras more appropriate in their seeking of attention and
nurturance (e.9., Heidi-b asked the therapists for hugs).

As part of the preparation for the finar party, and in
view of the grouprs fascination with the video camera, the
therapists suggested the group make a sexual Abuse
Prevention/rnformation video to show their parents and guests.
The group was in agreement with this idea and arI members

practised singing ttMy Bodyrs Nobodyrs Body But Miner in front
of the camera and television.

Laura-d and Ell-en-e had difficurty coping with the group
setting and crosure topic. They chose to sit outside the room
for the last 15 minutes and while they would not return to the
therapy room, they sought individual attention from the
therapists.

Most members participated in the board games. This was

a popular activity as they enjoyed responding to the questions
and hearing others ansv/er. The girls vrere comfortable with
integrating personar sexual abuse content and prevention into
the game. rn one response, cindy-c tarked about a chil_d
telling his mom about being sexually abused.

The joint snack had a consistent caì_rning effect on the
chÍldren, creating a positive ending to group.
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Session 13: rrClosurert

obj ectives

1. Establish an understanding that this as the last frworking

sessionrr and promote discussion around closure, saying
rrgood-byerr, and feelings.

2. Review the purpose of this group and some of the major

concepts that srere presented.

3. Prepare for the party and graduation.

Agenda

1. Snack

-discuss closure.

-review group purpose.

2. Check-in.

3. PIan and prepare for party.

4. Closure books (starting with the review sheet).

5. Interview nembers for their ,tyi¿"6,, on the sexual abuse

group and prevention.

6. Sing ItMy Bodyrs Nobodyrs Body But Minerr for video.

7. Board Games.

8. Closure and snack with the nothersr group.

Session Summarv

This session highlighted the importance of regular

attendance and how this impacts on the group and individual
process. Dee-frs return to group after nissing the two

previous sessions (a total of four absences) clearly affected

her involvement and the grouprs acceptance of her. Dee-f had
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innot been adequately prepared for closure

group structure and setting.

While group members where calm and

waiting for group to start, there v¡as

or the changes

cooperative while

a shift in the

atmosphere once the session started" Most members had

difficulty settling in for snack (e.9., difficulty responding

to directions and limits and J-eaving the room). Of particular

not was Fiona-ats atypical behaviours (e.9., less cooperation

and involvement in activities and regressive behaviours and

language). There vras very litt1e verbal response from the

group regarding closure, good-byes, or feelings. Some mernbers

chose individual play over involvement with the group and this
coincided with conflicts over the stuffed toys and materials,
physical- aggression, and self-destructive behaviours.

Most significant was the conflict between Heidi-b and

Dee-f. Both engaged in physical aggression, loud screaming

and crying when they did not get what they wanted from others.

Heidi-d did not want the involvement of her foster mother at

this tine. She did eventually respond to individual attention
and physical closeness with the female therapist. In

addition, Heidi-b requested individual tine with Dee-f. The

two girls went to a small therapy room and were open with the

female therapist regarding their discussion and actívities.

It became clear they were able to sort out their dífferences

and were getting along fíne. There $ras some sexual abuse

content, in their discussion.
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Others r.rere able to stay focused on the closure books.

Cindy-c verbalized the purpose of group as being rrbecause of

sexual abuserr. She also initiated group members exchanging

phone numbers. Most group members sought individual attention

and physical closeness from the therapists.

Surprisingly, the group was not interested in using the

camera to make a video. While there v¡as occasional- individual
attention to this activity, there vlas simultaneous

interference from other group members which made it írnpossible

to proceed.

Again, the board games provided an opportunity for

cooperative play with personal disclosures and sharing.

The joint snack continued to be beneficial for the

children.
Session 14: ttCelebration and Graduationrl

objectives

1. Provide a party celebration for the child and her

significant others as the formal closure to treatment.

Àcknowledge the accomplishments of each group participant

and mark this with a graduation certificate.

Promote support within each farnily system for the child

and her healing process.

4. Mode1 and facilitate play between children and

caregivers.

2.

3.
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Aqenda

1. I.Ie1come

-to children and significant others.

-outline agenda.

-note private nature of group and party.
Dr. Joers Magic Show3.

Organized group games (e.g., ilpin the Tailrr).
Non-directive pray, snacks, and sociarization (similar
toys and art materiars as per group therapy session;).

5. Presentation of graduation certificates.
-therapists comment on gains and strengths of each group
participant.

6. rrcongratulations and Best wishesr cake for al_l-.

7. Closing comments

-note availability of the C.R.C.

-Good-byes (each group member tå receive their group v¡ork

and a card).

Session Summarv

A cerebration atmosphere vras achieved with each group

member proudry bringing guests incruding foster famiry
members, chiÌd and famiry service workers and naÈurar family
members. À11 members were comfortabre with the content and
guests and appropriate in their behaviours and language. Dr.
Joers Magic show was welr received by both chirdren and adurts

3t'Dr. Joet is a locar magician who donated his time andtalents for the groupts lrcelebration and Graduationr.

2.

3.

4.
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and their invorvement in the show set the tone for the rest of
the session. There was good involvement among group members

and the other children during the activities and pray.
However, there qras less interaction between children and

adurts. rn whaÈ did transpire, the chirdren usualty
approached the adults and there was nininal initiative from

the adults to become invorved in play. The therapists were

occupied with the children and activities, so there hras rittre
time for the adurts or to facilitate play between the adurt,s

and children.

During the graduation ceremony, all members were proud

recipients of their certificate and the acknowledged

accomplishments. clearry, the guests were also pleased with
the childrenrs achievements. with some persuasíon, the group

members sang ttMy Body t s Nobody t s Body But Miner . The good-

byes v/ere appropriate (e.g., hand snäkes and hugs) but did not
appear to be regretful or traumatic.
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Child Feedback: Group Evaluation

Six of the seven group members completed a ChiId Feedback

Form regarding their experience with group therapy. Their

reflections on group $rere positive (e.9., rrgroup was... fun,

terrific, fine and goodtt). From this feedback, indications
are that the group $¡as helpful for all the children in some

hray. Comments in terms of benefits of group focused on

learning, playing, and getting rrhelprr. As reported by the

group members, their learning themes involved touching,

sharing, caring, listeníng, and personal boundaries. In the

feedback form, the children hrere able to express feelings and

what they liked and disliked about group. One rnember reported

that she would feel sad when group lvas over. Most of the

other members indicated positive feelings with regards to
termination. (See Appendix C for a sunmary of the Child

Feedback responses. )
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CHAPTER 5. FAMÏLY SYSTEM TNTERVENTIONS AND EVALUATTONS

Fiona-a:

Fran-A:

Frank-A:

Freda-A:

CFS-À:

Fanily System A

Primarv Participants
group participant, eight years o1d

foster mother

foster father

natural sister, six years old

Child and Fanity Services worker

CFS aide-A: Child and Fa¡níIy Services case aide

Total number of contacts with this system: 12

Intake Information

CFS-A contacted the CRC to refer Fiona-a for pfay

therapy. At intake, CFS-A and Fran-A reported that in the

previous 10 months Fiona-a had become increasingly withdrawn.

There had also been an increase in behaviour problems at

school (e.9., rude, not accepting lirnits, time in hall). In

additíon, Fran-À had observed inappropriate sexual content in

Fiona-ars language and behaviour both individually and with

Freda-A. Aside from these concerns, Fran-A stated that

neither girls present problems at home and that she has no

difficulty with discipline. It is significant that at this

intake, Fran-A stated she had not previously known of Fiona-

ats history of sexual abuse.

child welfare became involved with the natural family in

L987 in response to concerns around parenting, alcohol abuse,
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and the motherrs depression. Several months after the initiat
contact, Fiona-a (three and one half years old) disclosed to

a social worker that her natural- father had touched her

inappropriately. According to CFS-À, the extent of the sexual

abuse vJas several recent occasions of fondling. While a

police investigation ensuedr Do charges were laid. Both

Fiona-a and Freda-a received play therapy for six months

(1987-88). Betv¡een L987 and 1989, there were numerous

apprehensions, placements, and voluntary placement agreements.

In 1990 Fiona-a, Freda-a and their older sister vrere made

permanent wards. After several foster placements, Fiona-a and

Freda-a r¡¡ere placed in the present home later in 1990. Àn

adoption with another farnily was atternpted, but after a brief

trial the girls lvere returned to Fran-A and Frank-A. There

were no present plans for adoption but this foster fanily had

made a long term cornmitment to the care of these children.

(For a sunmary of the intake information, see Appendix A. )

Significant issues for Fiona-a included the following:
her older sister had blamed her for their removal from natural

family, her natural mother does believe Fiona-ars sexual abuse

disclosure, and there had been no recent contact with her

father. While there has been some contact with her mother,

there had been no vísits in the previous four months.

Apparently, the girls had not asked for visits and the agency

was not encouraging contact as it seemed to be upsetting for

Fiona-a and Freda-A. Fran-A agreed to involvement in the
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parallel group and she, CFS-A, and the therapist recommended

this systemts partícipation in the treatment program.

System Treatment Summary

Fiona-a and Fran-A attended two pre-group sessions.

Fiona-a $ras more engaging and verbal when alone with the

female therapist in the play room. She was cooperative and

she involved the therapist in her play. When exploring school

issues, Fiona-a did not reveal any negative feelings or

experiences. She talked about some contact with the school

counsellor. Her fanily drawing included Freda-A, her foster
parents, and foster brothers. When discussing the purpose of

the group, Fiona-ars only question was regarding the age of

the other group members. She seemed comfortable with the

group context and the proposed content. Fiona-ars play themes

included board games, water, the doctorrs kit, food and

caretaking. Fiona-a indicated he'r: conf idence in Fran-A I s

caregiving. She did not discuss Fran-A or her natural mother

in any depth except to say that she thinks about her natural

mother.

In her pre-group sessions, Fran-A focused on her lack of

information regarding Fiona-ars sexual abuse experiences.

Clear1y, Fran-A hras affected by her recent discovery. She

reflected on the two years Fiona-a had been living with her

and the numerous behaviours and situations which she had been

attenpting to understand. Fran-A also expressed concern

around the child welfare agencyrs recent attenpts to initiate
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visits with Fiona-a natural- mother and older sister. Fran-A

raised concerns around her involvement in the para1le1

mothersr group as she did not have child care arrangement,s for
Freda-A. Fran-A planned to discuss this issue with CFS-A and

at this point she seemed cognizant of the importance of her

involvement.

By the first session of group, it became clear from

telephone contacts with Fran-A and CFS-À that Fran-A would not

be attending group. Initially, Fran-A identified child care

as the reason for not attending. She eventuaÌly told CFS-A

that she did not want to attend and that, she felt she would

not benefit. Fran-A did maintain support for Fiona-ars

participation in treatment. In view of Fran-Ars initial
intentions to attend the parallel group, the therapists

hypothesized that the recent information around Fiona-ars

sexual abuse influenced her parÈicipation. I,fhile this
breached a primary criteria for a childts involvement, the

treatment team decided that Fiona-ars needs and the fact that
she was already engaged at the CRC was paramount. An added

condition was placed; that CFS aide-A transport Fiona-a to and

from every group session and she atternpt to establish a

supportive relationship with the child.
The challenge in working with this system was to maximize

the support, involvement, and awareness of Fiona-ars

significant others with regards to her treatment. I{hile

regular individual sessions with Fran-a !ìrere encouraged, the
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result $¡as only one session at the CRC (one rnonth after group

began) and numerous telephone caIls" In this session, Fran-A

expressed concern about Fiona-ars recent use of words such as

ilprivaterr and rrpenisrr. Fran-À cl-early viewed this language as

inappropriate and she questioned if the group was helpful or

creating more problems. While the reasons for providing the

children with this vocabulary were ex¡rlained, the importance

of parallel weekly contact with caregivers hlas noted. A

complicating factor in achieving further sessions was Fran-Ats

health problems which ultirnately led to her hospitalization.

Regular telephone contact with CFS-A and occasional

updates with CFS aide-A served to augment the systemrs

ahrareness of Fiona-ars treatment issues and to provide

feedback to the therapists. As well, sibling sessions with

Freda-A $/ere suggested but Fiona-a was not in favour of this

proposal. Àdditional priorities viere to monítor Fiona-ars

reaction to Fran-Ars absence, to support the foster

parent/child relationship, and to nininize Fiona-ars potential

sense of being different from the other group members.

By the end of the second month of treatment, CFS-A

reported that the foster fanily ïras feeling very positive

about Fiona-ars experiences in group. In the last quarter of

the treatment program, CFS-A reported significant improvements

in Fiona-a and Freda-Ars reÌationship and in Fiona-ars

maturity and general happiness. As weII, Fíona-a had

expressed renewed interest and comfort with her natural fanily
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(e.9., she asked for a visit with her older sister). In

group, Fiona-a began to talk frequently about her natural
mother in terms of both present visits and plans to return to
her care. Both CFS-À and the natural mother were supportive

of visits but there were no plans for parenting. This issue

t''ras raised with CFS-A as an area which needs further
clarification with Fiona-a.

Fran-À and Frank-Àrs attendance at the group graduation

session Þras an importance demonstration of support for Fiona-a

and her healing process. This provided an opportunity for the

case manager to review Fiona-ars progress and close treatment

with the foster parents.

Child Treatment Summary

From the beginning of group, Fiona-a connect,ed well with
her peers, displaying average social skills and coping

strategies. Initially, she shared very little personal

information or feelings and she showed some anxiety (e.g., a

repetitive rocking motion). However, Fiona-ars involvement in
the rrFeelingslr session marked the beginning of progress in her

insight and confidence in discussing group process, feelings,
and life events" Fiona-a consistently responded well to
therapistst directions and linit setting as well as

participating fuIly in the activities.
At the beginning of phase two, Fiona-a was embarrassed

with the information content" She achieved increased comfort

with sexuality issues and personal safety. Fiona-a verbally
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denied her abuse history at the beginning of the release phase

and then progressed to show the most comfort with sexual abuse

content, personal disclosure, and group process. Fiona-a htas

ready for more group discussions and support than other

members were able to give. For example, she drew a picture

and printed that rrI feel sad v¡hen nobody comes to the group

Icircle]tt. In sessíon seven, Fiona-a had no difficulty

choosing her mode of disclosure and proceeded with this task

independently (Appendix I) . She vtas somev¡hat unsure of

sharing her fill in the blank story and asked the female

therapist to read it to the group. For the remaining

treatment sessions, Fiona-a often verbally integrated her

sexual abuse experiences with activities and p}ay. For

example, in the 'rMoving on and Getting Strongerrr game (Corder

et aI., l-990) Fiona-a v/as asked for an example of a bad touch

and she responded ttlike when my Dad sexually abuse merr-

As noted earlier, Fiona-a showed increased comfort with

the concept of having two farnilies and she expressed positive

feelings about both. Fiona-a adjusted well to not having

Fran-A at the group sessions. In her letters to caregivers,

Fiona-a wrote to both her natural mother and Fran-A but chose

not to share these letters with them. She was very clear in

her disclosure of the sexual abuse, past feelings and present

needs. Fiona-a possessed appropriate personal boundaries and

displayed j-ncreased confidence in asserting these boundaries.

While she often sought the attention and physical closeness of
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inboth the mate and female therapists, this was always done

an appropriate manner.

Fiona-ars non-directive play themes focused primarily on

caretaking and nurturing (e.9., the doctor kit with the male

therapist as the patient, and dolls), art work, and board

giames. Fiona-ars play towards the end of the release phase

involved her use of guns to arrest the male therapist, place

him in an electric chair, and then electrocute him. Other

than the obvious violent content in terms of the guns and

execution, Fiona-a did not otherwise express anger or

aggressíon and her comfort with the male therapist continued.

Fiona-a made good use of the non-directive play time. She was

able to share with others (e.g., materials and therapists'

attention) and she integrated sexual abuse material in her

pf ay.

Fiona-a had some difficulty with closure in that she

showed atypical withdrawal and regression in her behaviours

and language. In the final session however, she v¡as age

appropriate in her interactions and handled the ttgood-bfesrl

weIl.
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Evaluation

Table 1

System A Measure Results

for foster mother

for natural mother

Fiona-ars low pre and post CDI scores indicated she was

not experiencíng significant depressive symptoms. Her pre

score of zero does raise questions around a social

desirability effect. An increase in the post score to three

may be reflective of Fiona-ats heightened ability to recognize

and openly express her feelings. Fiona-a scored one with each

of the fotlowing CDI statements: rrI am not sure if things

will work out for merr i I have fun in some thingstt; and rrÏ have

trouble sleePing many nightsrr.

when administering the cAM and cAF, Fiona-a chose only to

complete a measure for her foster mother for the pre-measures'

At termination however, she requested to complete a CAM for

her natural mother as we]I. This acknowledgement of both

rrmothersrr was symbolic of the movement that was observed ín

treatment. Fiona-ars Score of 34 for her natural mother

Caregiverchild

Post-
test
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indicated cJ-inicaIly significant difficulties in this

relatíonship. Fiona-a appeared to be recognizing the loss and

hurt she experienced with her mother and her motherrs problems

in parenting. The cAM scores for Fran-A (pre-1-6, post-32)

indicated no significant difficulties at intake and a

deterioration in this relationship to the point of clinically

significant problems at terrnination. This increase in scores

may be related to Fran-Ars trdrop-outrr from the program and

perhaps Fiona-ars perception of a lack of support from her

foster mother. This trend is not consistent witn the

observations of the therapists or Fiona-ars self-report

regarding her relationship with Fran-A. As previously noted,

Fiona-a had indicated increasingly positive feelings towards

her foster Parents.

Fran-Ars pre-test IPA of 22 indicated she perceived no

significant difficulties in her tåt.tio.tship with Fiona-a'

Her pre Brief FAM III $tas consistent within the mean range for

cfinícal fanilies (as reported in the brief FAM III norms) '

Due to Fran-Ars drop out and health complications, Do other

measures were comPleted.

Fiona-ars ChiId Questionnaire responses (Appendix B)

indicated an increase in her a!'¡areness and vocabulary of

feelings. overall, she showed an adequate a$tareness of

sexuality, body ownership, boundaries, and personal safety at

both intake and termination.

The Client Feedback form responses (Appendix C) indicated
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that Fiona-a found this treatment program to be a positive and

beneficialexperience.ofparticularnoteísherstatements
about r¡Iearningrr, specifically rrnot to touchtr' In view of

Fran-Ars concerns at intake regarding Fiona-ars sexual acting

outbehaviours,itwouldappearthatthisgroupmembermade
significantprogressinherrecognitionofappropriate

interaction.

Fiona-ars pre and post measure Scores indicate reasonable

mental health and functioning. This r^tas consistent with the

therapists observations of her readiness for treatment and

high l-evel- of functioning in terrns of the f ollowing

dimensions:

j-. Fiona-a was abre to verbarry cornmunicate her feerings and

experiences with her peers and therapists'

2. She engaged in very rninirnal lirnit testing'

3. Fiona-a vras ready to address her sexual

experiences. Her participation in activities

discussions showed reasonable resolution of this trauma'

4. Fiona-a was able to adequatety use non-directive play'

Fiona-aattainedtheindividualchildgoalsfor

treatment.Infact,shewasreadyformorein-depthsupport

andsharingthantherestofthegrouph'asab]-etoprovide.

Fiona-a explored and released her feelings regarding her

sexual abuse exPerience' She recognized aPProPriate

abuse

and

responsibility and did not indicate excessive anxiety or
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shame. Fiona-a showed reasonable coping Ín terms of her abuse

past, personal safety, and her natural- and foster families.

The one goal which was not realized was to establish open

conmunication and support with Fiona-ars caregiver and system.

f,fhile Fiona-a completed a letter to her natural and foster

mothers, she did not share the letters. She chose to leave

the letters at the CRC. Recommendations were made to this

system that Fiona-a would benefit from establíshing a

rrconfidanterr relationship with natural and/or foster family

members. Fiona-a agreed that this is an area she may want to

continue to address.

Heidi-b:

Helen-B:

Hanna-B:

Hilary-B:

Harry-B:

CFS-B:

Total number

FarnilY SYstem B

Primarv Participants

group participant, seven years o1d.

foster mother, parallel group participant.

natural maternal grandmother and potential

guardian.

natural mother.

natural brother, five Years old

(in Hanna-Brs care).

child and Farnily Services hlorker.

of contacts with this sYstemz 20.
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Intake Information

CFS-B referred Heidi-b and Helen-B for the parallel group

therapy program at the cRc. Heidi-b had been offended by

three different males on separate occasions; an unidentified

male exposed hirnself to her; a friend of HiIary-Bts (who often

baby-sat her) fondled her; and an adolescent paternal uncle

engaged Heidi-b in mutual oral sex. (For a sunmary of the

intake information see Appendix A. )

After two previous apprehensions due to lack of

supervision and Hilary-Bts use of alcohol, Heidi-b entered

foster care under a voluntary placement agreement nine months

prior to treatment. Upon joining the foster family, HeIen-B

found Heidi-b to be hungry and very needy of attention.

Helen-B worked with Heidi-b around expression of her feelings

and approximately two months after being in foster care'

Heidi-b began to disclose her sexual abuse experiences to

HeIen-B.

Hilary-B had very little contact with her daughter and no

visits in the five months prior to treatment. As weII, there

had been minimal contact v/ith other natural fanily members

(e.g., grandparents and two younger siblings). The voluntary

placernent agreement terminated approximately one month after

the group ended. CFS-B did not anticipate Heidi-b would be

returning to her mother, however extended family members l^¡ere

interested in guardianship. CFS-B supported working towards

establishing Heidi-b's maternal grandrnother (Hanna-B) as
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caregiver. It became clear that the focus of intervention

with this system would invol-ve working closely with CFS-B to

facilitate Hanna-Brs support of Heidi-b and to explore

guardianship options. While Hanna-b and all system members

\¡rere in f avour of her participation in the paralle1 motherrs

group, the session time was such that this was not possible.

Hanna-B contracted with the case manager for weekly sessions

that would address comparable content as the paralleI group

and to receive feedback on Heidi-bts progress. Hanna-Brs

goals v/ere to increase her awareness of sexual abuse and

specifically Heidi-bts abuse experiences, to learn hlays of

supporting her granddaughter, and to work towards dyadic

sessions and guardianship.

System Treatment Summary

Helen-B consistently showed solid parenting skiIls with

particular skil1 in working with an abused child. She

aÈtended group regularly and did not often request additional

support or attention. Helen-B supported Hanna-Brs involvement

and was open to joint foster and natural family sessions. She

worked cooperatively with Hanna-B regarding visits and

reconstitution.

Heidi-b presented as an attractive, bright, and

articulate seven year old. In the pre-group sessions, Heidi-b

quickly became involved in play. She Ìá¡as prepared in terms of

the purpose of treatment and was comfortable with the content

and context. Heidi-b stated rrI hlas raped three timesrr and
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asked if the other group members had been raped. She talked

openly about each of her offenders. A significant discovery

was Heidi-b's concept of the abuse being her fault because she

did not look after herself. This statement served to caution

the therapists in terms of the presentation of personal safety

and self-care issues. Heidi-b clearly had an unrealistic

sense of her o\^¡n ability to protect and care for hersel-f "

Heidi-b had some difficulty focusing on the measures and

assessment tasks. Heidi-b freely discussed her foster and

natural- fanil-ies, seemingly happy with Helen-B but lonely for

her brother Harry-B and her mother. Heidi-b acknowledged her

motherrs alcohol use and the inplications for parenting. She

expressed some concern upon meeting the rnale co-therapist but

r^ras more comfortable when it was agreed that she would always

also be with the female co-therapist.

Involvement with Hanna-B resulted in nine contacts,

including several system sessions and a dyadíc session with

Heidi-b. Hanna-B presented as a very concerned and involved

grandmother. In the initial rneeting, she expressed feelings

of responsibility for her adult children and her

grandchildren. Hanna-B communicated her sense of guilt around

Heidi-bts abuse experiences. She showed an initiat

understanding and acceptance of sexual abuse issues in her

statements that tr foffender] abused her. I believe Heidi-

b¡ [and] how would a littIe girl know that [abusive acts]rr.

Working on a genogram served to clarify the roIes,
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positions, and stressors in this system (e.9., the offenders,

grandchildren who are in care, Hanna-Bts atternpts to contact

her adopted daughter, and difficulties in the lives of her

other children). Hanna-B expressed feelings of anger and

disappointment with Hilary-B in terms of her inadequate

parenting. Hanna-B did not foresee Hilary-B providing

satisfactory care for her children. Hitary-B had not

demonstrated consistent support of Heidi-b and Hanna-B vras

cognizant of re-victimization risks. Hanna-B requested

information on the extent and nature of Heidi-brs sexual abuse

and received this with empathy and concern.

Addítional therapy thenes included definitions and terms

regarding child sexual abuse, physical and behavioral

indicators, the concept of rfsecrecyrr, myths, feelings of the

child and non-offending fanily members, and protection issues.

Significant time $ras spent exptoring how Hanna-B woutd talk
with Heidi-b about her sexual abuse experiences and to ensure

future safety. This íncluded role plays depicting what Heidi-

b needs to hear from her family, and practising active and

supportive listening. As weIl, Hanna-B addressed issues of

Heidi-bts self-esteem, Heidi-bts present and future

relationships with males, personal boundaries, and body

ownership.

During the eíghth week of the treatment program, CFS-B

and the case manager began to focus on dyadic sessions and

plans for more regular and lengthy visitation. The dyadic
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session for HeIen-B and Hanna-B provided an opportunity for

them to estabtish some rapport, to plan for visits and Heidi-

brs transition, and to join in their efforts to support the

child and rninimize any loyalty binds Heidí-b night experience.

.4, dyadic session for Heidi-b and Helen-B and an individual

session with Heidi-b v¡ere provided to address her increased

anxiety (seen in acting out behaviours) and her concerns

regarding the foster to natural family transition. Heidi-b

t,rras able to verbalize specific worries regarding her move to

her grandparentrs and her wish to live with her mother. This

session produced significant material for the system and

dyadic sessions. As well-, the individual session acted as a

rehearsal for Heidi-b to raise her concerns. A system session

with Heidi-b, Hanna-B, Helen-B and CFS-B provided an

opportunity for Heidi-b to witness her signíficant others as

they joined in their support of her. In the dyadic session

with Heidi-b and Hanna-B, the therapist observed \./arm and

supportive interaction. Hanna-B told her granddaughter that

the abuse was not her faul-t; rrdonrt blarne yourself [and] if

anything like that happens again, tell merr. Hanna-B and

Heidi-bts respective letters were open and helpful in

furthering their communication. (See Appendix J).

Child Treatrnent Sumrnary

Heidi-brs preference for individual play emerged in the

initial session of group and continued through the program.

This may have been reflective of her age (seven years) and
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that she was the smallest and youngest group member. Heidi-b

was also however, the most verbal regarding her sexual abuse

experiences. For example, in the initial discussion around

the purpose of group, Heidi-b stated that she had been rrrapedrl

three times. The therapists perceived Heidi-bts brief
statement to be a significant step in using the group to
advance her healing process. Though she was not interested in
further discussing her abuse experiences in this session, âs

the program progressed Heidi-b often led the group rtrith her

personal disclosures and mature insight.
Before group began, Heidi-b had used art to disclose her

feelings and experiences and this form of expression continued

in treatment. In the third group session, Heidi-b drew a
pícture and printed rrI feel sad sometimes when sometimes I get

hurt by menrr. As phase two progressed, Heidi-b had increasing

difficulty focusing on group discussions and tasks. She

frequently dj-gressed to non-directive play or she requested

time alone. Heidi-b did maintain her involvement in check-in

and her contributions often provided significant material for
the entire group. For example, Heidi-b whispered to the

female therapist asking what the word was that meant she did

not die when she was raped. The therapist suggested the word

rrsurviverr and with Heidi-brs permission, opened her question

and this issue for group discussion. Also in this phase,

Heidi-b began to sit on the female therapistts Iap. Progress

was made with Heidi-b in terms of her asking for permission to
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touch or hug others. Throughout the progrram, physical
touching (e.g., cuddring) continued to provide Heidi-b with
the nurturing and security she required (particularry when
anxious or angry).

The end of phase two marked the beginning of a
significant increase in Heidi-brs anxiety which was maintained
through most of the remaining sessions. Heidi-brs anxiety was
shown through her extreme neediness of food and attention,
physical and verbal aggression, anger, sexuaJ_ content i-n her
language, inability to attend to activities, and difficurty
with limits. Heidi-b continued to integrate expression of her
feelings regarding sexual abuse with group ilcheck-in,r and. her
play. The disclosure task was not dífficult for Heidi-b as
she had repeatedly drawn pictures of her experiences.
Hov¡ever, she had very rittr-e capacity to risten or empathize
with other group members. This reaction seemed to be rerated
to her recurring fear of re-vÍctÍrnization. Hearing about
other chir-drenrs abusi-ve backgrounds may have compounded her
anxiety rather than producing the positive effect of reduced
stigrmatizatj_on and isolation.

Às noted, Heidi-b frequentry chose non-directive play
over structured group activities. while she enjoyed playing,
Heidi-b often had difficulty sharing materials, toys, and the
therapistsr attention. Heidi-brs most frequent play themes
involved dor-ls, cooking, and the branket. she provided care
to her dolls and secured nurturance for herself with the
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blanket and the female therapistst rtcuddlingrr. As Heidi-brs
anxiety and aggression increased through phase two and three,
her play included building forts and waIls, money, and privacy
rrrulesrr. As welt, Heidi-b used the police costume, gun, art
materials, and doctor kit.

The finar phases of treatment was a time of significant
change for Heidi-b and she had some difficurty with
terrnination. Heidi-b brought her guardianship and natural
f anily issues into group and system sessions. I^rhire she

expressed positive feetings in regards to her grandmother and

the prospect of J-iving with her, Heidi-b had difficulty
adjusting to the fact that she was not going to live with her

mother. Progress was made in terms of Heidi-brs avrareness of
her feelings and behaviours and her ability to appropriately
control and express herself.

Evaluation

Table 2

System B Measure Results

child Caregiver
CDI CAM]. cÀÌÍ2 IPA BDI FAM

Pre-
test 7 28 L9 4 27

Post-
test 1-5 t_5 9 2I I 24

CAIVÍI-:

CAM2:

for
for

foster mother

maternal grandmother
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Heidi-brs cDr scores indicate a moderate lever_ of

depressive syrnptorns at intake. she showed a severe form of
depression on the symptom itern ,'I feel alone a1l the tj-merr.
rn her post cDr, Heidi-rb was over the cut-off indicating
clinical depression (the largest score increase for this
group). she refrected a severe form of five depressive
sYmptoms includÍng: rrf am sure that terrible things will
happen to me' and 'Things bother me arl the timefr. Heidi-brs
heightened depression pararleled her increased anxiety in
sessions, her worries about pÌacement change, her re-newel_ of
feelings of ross and rejection by her natural mother, and her
recurring fear of re-victirnization. Heidi_b hras experiencing
significant change and adjustrnent at the tine of treatment
cl-osure.

I^Iith regards to the cA-Þf and cAF measures, Heidi-b chose
onry to complete a cAM for her foster mother at intake. At
termination, Heidi-b compÌeted this measure for both Hel_en-B

and Hanna-B. while Heidí-brs pre cÀtrf approached the cut off
lever for significant rerationship problems, the post scores
indicated that Heidi-b's relationship with HeÌen-B had
improved. This $¡as somewhat in contradiction to the
occasionar angry feerings Heidi-b expressed about Her_en-B

during the crosure phase. An hypothesis is that Heidi-b was

experiencing loyalty binds between her natural_ and foster
families. rndications are that Heidi-b recognized Heren-Brs
support of her transition to natural farniry. Heidi-brs qAI'I
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scores hiith regards to her grandmother were within the healthy
range- This v¡as consistent with clinical observations of
Hanna-Brs support of her granddaughter and overall hrarm

interactions. rt appeared both v/ere accepting the parent-
child relationship that was being considered.

HeIen-B I s pre and post f PÀ and Brief FAM III scores r¡¡ere

all within the normal range. These resul-ts Ì,üere consistent
with the therapistsr assessment of Heren-Brs strong parenting
ski1ls and overall high tever of functioning. Helen-B's
progression from minirnal depression to a low-moderate score at
termination may have been reflective of j_ncreased stress
around changing residences, Heidi-brs anxiety and behaviours,
and the transition p1ans.

Heidi-b's child euestionnaire responses (Appendix B)

showed an above average al¡rareness of feelings, sexualj_ty, body

ownership, and personar safety at both intake and cl-osure.
The child Feedback responses (Appendix c) indicated that the
treatment program was a positive experience for Heidi-b.
Clinical Dimensions and GoaI Attainment

Clinical assessment and measure results at intake v¡ere

predictive of Heidi-bts sophisticated understanding of sexual
abuse issues and her ovrn heating. At intake, it rr¡as arso
apparent that she was needy of attention and had some

difficulty attending to tasks. These factors, âs werl as her
increase in the CDI score are consistent with observat.ions in
the following dirnensions:
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l-. Heidi-b showed an above average ability to verbarly
communicate with her peers, therapists, and caregivers.
She was however, much more 

'ike'y 
to engage in

communication on a one-to-one basis.
2. Heidí-b's rirnit testing increased proportionately with

the anxiety and depression she experienced. The r_atter
harf of the program contained fairly severe acting out.

3 - Heidi-b verbarized a high cognitive av/areness of sexual
abuse issues. However, she showed some difficurty with
responsibility, self-care, and re-victimization issues.
These factors $/ere often manifested in inappropriate
behaviours and language. Heidi-b v¡as not ready to
participate in some of the group activities which rnight
have furthered her healing.

4- Heidi-b often chose non-directive play over structured
activities. This was difficur-t to accornmodate in a group
setting. she had difficulty sharing toys and the
therapists and rnight have benefitted from individual_ non-
directive play.

HeÍdi-b made progress in alr of the group goaJ-s. Her
ahlareness of sexual abuse issues and her verbal communication
were significant strengths. However, some developrnental and
healing factors infruenced her abiJ-ity to provide and receive
peer support. Heidi-b benefitted ress from group interaction
than she might in the future. some progress was made in terms
of impulse control, sociar skirrs, and her ability to play and
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work cooperatively.

while Heidi-b achieved a high degree of openness with her
disclosures and release of feelings, she continued to
verbalize and exhibit fears of re-victirnization. Heidi-b
indicated a reasonable ahrareness of personal safety, but had

an unrealistic sense of her ability to protect herself from
abusive adutts.

I¡rith regards to support and communication witn her
system, Heidi-b and Helen-B had a very open and helpful
relationship at the tirne of intake. significant progress h¡as

made with increasing Hanna-Brs awareness of sexual abuse

issues and herping an abused chird. open communication was

established between Heidi-b and Hanna-B (probable guardian)
with reg'ards to past sexual abuse, present fears, Heidi-brs
needs, and personal safety.



Cindy-c:

Carol-C:

Connie-C:

Cam-C:

CFS.C:

Total number

Cheryl-C:

cFS-c referred cindy-c and caror-c to the pararler_ group
treatment program at the cRC. Àpproxirnatery four months prior
to group starting, cindy-c disclosed to her cousin (nine years
of age) and a community volunteer that her older cousinrs
common-law had sexuarÌy offended her. This cousin and the
offender had been J-iving with carol-c for an extended period
of tirne. rn her statement to the police, cindy-c reported one
incident of fondling and digital penetration. carot-c
however, suspects that abuse may have occurred over a longer
period of time as cindy-c had recurring compÌaints of ffsore
private partst. carot-c had taken cindy-c to a doctor on a
number of occasions but no problem vras identified. upon
disclosure, the offender left the house and the province.

l_l_6

FamiIy Systern C

prirnary particípants

group participant, eight years old.
natural maternal grandmother, guardian,
paralJ_el group participant.
natural sister, six years oId
(in Carol-Crs care).
natural mother.

natural cousin, 12 years old
(in Carol-Crs care).
Child and Family Services worker.

of contacts with this system: l-2.

fntake Information
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Pol-ice investigation is ongoing and there is a warrant for the

offenderfs arrest" carol-c stated that both she and connie-c

believe cindy-c and there has been, and wirr bê, no further
contact with the offender. (For a sunmary of the intake
information see Appendix A. )

cFS-crs rore has been to faciritate treatment and

monitor the investigation. cFS-c and the case manager had

regular contact regarding progress in treatment,

transportation issues, and matters concerning connj-e-c.

cindy-c had not been, and hras not in care at the time of
treatment. Both cindy-c and cheryl-c have been in their
grandmotherrs care since they $¡ere infants. carol--c presented

a clear understanding in the farnily regarding guard.ianship and

natural parent status. she explained that the children
understand she is their grandmother but they prefer to carl
her rrMumrr. Às wel-I, they understand that connie-c is their
mother but they calr her rrconnierr. cindy-c and cheryl-c have

regular contact with connie-c but there appears to be an

understanding that the children will atways live with carol-c.
cindy-c and cheryl-c have two natural siblings who rive wíth
their maternar aunt and with whom they have occasional
contact. There is no contact between the chirdren and their
natural father.

Carol-C expressed concern for Cindy-c and her sexual

abuse experience. According to Carol-C, symptoms at the

begínning of treatment included |tstaring in one placerf and
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rrbeing very quietf'. caror-c was arso concerned that cind.y-c

had not tarked about the abuse experience. Being able to talk
with cindy-c about this and learning how to help her v/ere

Carol-Crs primary goals for therapy.

Systern Treatment Summary

cindy-c presented as an attractive, well dressed, quiet
girJ-. During the pre-group sessions, !ìrarm and supportive
exchanges vrere noted between cindy-c and caror-c. cindy-c was

comfortable in her individual time with the female therapist,
indicating that caror-c had prepared her for the treatment
program. Her onry question regarding treatment was what the
therapists rrdo heret. cindy-c chose to play with the dol]
house and family figures. cindy-c confirmed caror-crs bel-ief
that she understands who her naturar mother and grandmother

are but that she views CaroI-C as her mother.

After the first session of group, caror-c asked the case

manager if connie-c and cheryl-c could become involved in the
treatment groups (apparentry at cindy-crs request). carol_-c

arso suggested that connie-c bring cindy-c to the second group

session. The parallel group therapists reported that carol-c
had occasionally deferred some issues to connie-c because she

is cindy-cts rfmotherrr. when talking with cindy-c about the
possibility of connie-cts invorvement in treatment, the case

manager was not convinced that this hras, in fact, cindy-crs
wishes. These developrnents combined to alert the case manager

that the parenting systern, that is, the boundaries and rores,
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v¡ere perhaps not as clear as the clients had initially

indicated.

In response to Carol-Crs reguests and these issues, the

case-manager suggested a session for Carol-C and Connie-C to

discuss Connie-Crs involvement in treatrnent. The importance

of Carol-Crs continued participation was emphasized, and she

agreed to continue attending the parallel group. The parallel

group therapistts r¡rere open to Connie-Crs partícipation

providing her addition occurred near the beginning of the

program. Other options that vrere suggested to Carol-C

included regular dyadíc sessions for herself and Connie-C,

individual sessions for Connie-C, and dyadic sessions for

Cindy-c and Cheryl-C. The case manager explained that Cheryl-

c could not attend group because of the age línit and the

group was fiIled to capacity. Shortly after Carol-C requested

the involvement of Connie-C and Cheryl-C, Connie-C left the

city.

Throughout the treatment program, Connie-C showed a

transient pattern with no stable address. (At the end of the

second month of treatment, Carol-C again asked if Connie-C

could come to group). Connie-C and the therapists did not

meet. At the third group session, the case manager contracted

with Carol-C that she would notify the case manager when she

or any of the family members were willing and available to

meet. Particularly, sibling sub-system sessions $/ere

encouraged. A cornplicating factor for this system $/as
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financial difficulties. While CFS-C supplied bus tickets for
Carol-C and Cindy-C, any further support around transportation
was dífficult to secure. According to CFS-C, a taxi could not

be authorized because the children $¡ere not in care.

Additional tickets might have been supplied by provincial
welfare but this was not pursued.

Systern sessions díd not occur until the last three weeks

of the program. The fol-lowing issues v/ere addressed: Carol-C

and the treatment teamrs concern for Connie-C and the

parenting of her infant; further ctarification around the

roles of parenting/grandparenting; the family support system;

and, communication between Cindy-c and Carol-C. These

concerns \./ere explored in individual sessions with Carol--C and

Cindy-c, a dyadic session with Cindy-c and Cheryl-C, and a

dyadic session with Cindy-c and Carol-C. Significant progress

was made in clarifying the parental role and boundaries. As

well, Carol-C and Cindy-c hrere able to talk more openly about

sexual abuse, sexuality, and personal safety issues. Cindy-c

and Carol-C shared theír letters and were very appropriate in
their expression of feelings and responsibility. Excerpts

from their discussions and letters are as foIlows.

Cindy-c read to CaroI-C that rfI have wanted to ask

you if you would get mad at me if I told you that

[offender] sexually abused me. Some other things I
want to tell you are Irm sorry that when foffender]
sexually abused me that I didntt teII you.rr Carol-
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C talked about feeling angry, but clarified that
these feelings v¡ere directed at the offender and

not Cindy-c. In her letter, Carol-C said she

wished she had known and she clearly stated that
she wants Cindy-c to teII her if anyone bothers her

again.

ChiId Treatrnent Surnrnary

Initially, Cindy-c chose to play individually and she was

ress connected to other group mernbers than her peers. she

listened attentivery in group discussions and woul-d respond

when asked. cíndy-c did not however, volunteer any personal

information or expressíon of feerings in the first sessions.

cindy-c often sat next to the femare therapist and this
pattern continued through the program. cindy-c consistentry
responded well to ]ínit setting. Her coping strategies often
included physical withdrawal and she vras serdom involved in
conflicts with other group members.

In the third session (ttFeelingstt ) , Cindy-c began to
express her feelings more openry and she became more actively
involved in group. For example, cindy-c stated that she was

sad to leave group at the end of our sessions. At the

beginning of Phase rr, cindy-c showed some discomfort with
sexuality (e.9., she did not want to label or colour the

pictures in the rrBody Parts and Ownership" activity) .

However, in session five, cindy-c $ras actively involved in the

group discussion of the filn (rrWhere Did I Come Fromil) and she
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showed less embarrassment and more age appropriate knowredge.

Also in this phase, cindy-c exhibited progress in her abirity
to assert herself in play, particurarly around her personal

boundaries. For example, cindy-c asked the fernale therapist
to do a body tracing of her and then vras very firrn with group

members regardj-ng their attempÈs to ,touch, or col_our her
t,bodyrt.

cindy-cts expression of feelings and content during
check-in began to focus on difficutties in her relations with
friends and family members (of sirnilar ages). she talked
about feering sad, lonery, and teft out at school_. Group

members expressed empathy and v/ere able to share their similar
experiences and ways of coping.

Cindy-c participated fully in session seven ("My Story
and My Feerings"). she chose to draw a picture and write a

story about her sexuar abuse experience. cindy-c openly

shared her picture and story with the group and she listened
well to the other children. rn the forrowing session, cindy-c
was much less involved in group activities. rt was difficult
to determine if this change was in reaction to the previous

sessionrs disclosure or if she was affected by other
occurrences in her Iife" rndications v/ere that her group

discrosure v/as a positive experience as she showed increasing
comfort with sexuality and discussing her abuse experiences.

Throughout the remaining group sessions, cindy-c frequently
ínÈegrated content pertaining to sexual education, sexuar
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abuse prevention, and her ov¡n abuse experience j-n her pray.

rn the finar two phases of the program, cindy-c showed

the greatest capacity to handre the content, change in group

structure, and ultimately closure. whire she engaged in some

limit testing (e.9., to leave the room), she usually responded

to the therapists and she was not j-nvolved in conflict. with
individual attention from the femare therapist, cindy-c
compreted her letter to carol-c. cindy-c verbalized her

readiness for termination and she summarized the purpose of
group. she worked well on the closure book and initiated
sharing phone numbers among group members. cindy-crs progress

in verbar skiIIs, peer relations and personar confidence was

shown when she volunteered and hras chosen to act as an

assistant in rrDr. Joers Magic Showrr.

Cindy-crs non-directive ptay themes focused on art (e.g.,
colouring, cards and pictures for carol-c), written notes (to
Carol-C and the female therapist), reading, board games,

doIIs, and blocks. while cindy-c sometimes engaged in pray

with another group member, she often played alone.

occasionally, cindy-c withdrew and sat quietry on her or¡/n.

cindy-c usually identified difficulties with friends or
fatigue as the reasons for this withdrawal. cindy-c may have

benefitted from more structured play activities.
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Evaluation

Table 3

Svstem C Measure Results

* CAM for maternal grandmother/caregiver

Cindy-cts CDI scores showed a slight increase in
depressive symptoms but both the pre and post scores $tere

below the cut off índícatíng depression. At intake, Cindy-c

chose one item which represented severe difficulty around

decision making. At termination, Ci.ndy-c again chose only one

item which indicated a severe form of that depressive symptom

(fatigue). The absence of clinical depression in the CDI

results were consistent with the therapists observations of

general mental- health and security in terns of love and care

within her farnily. The slight increase in Cindy-c's post CDf

may be reflective of her greater awareness and expression of

feelings. When Cindy-c expressed feelings of sadness or

isolation, she referred to peer relation difficulties.

t{ith the adninistration of the CAM and CAF measures,

Cíndy-c chose only to address her relationship with Carol-C.

child Caregiver
CDI CAM* IPA BDI FÀ}{

Pre-
test 4 24 l_ l_ 1_3 l_9

Post-
test 9 6 l_o 1 29
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The CAM results indicated a significant improvernent in their
rel-ationship (the best cÀM scores for this group) . From

cindy-cts perspective, it hras clear that she had the

unconditional and complete support of her caregiver. caror-c
hras the only caregiver who brought her child for group every

week (and, this was the only famiJ-y that used the transj_t
system). Through their letters and dyadic sessions, cindy-c
!üas abre to express her fears that her grandmother !ùas, or
wourd be, angry with her because of the sexual- abuse. carol-
crs reassurances and the fact that communication v/as opened up

around this issue had a signíficant irnpact on their
relationship. As well-, the therapists hypothesized that
carol-c had prinarily provided care for cindy-c's physicat
needs with less focus on emotionar needs. Their time at the
cRC may have presented a unique opportunity in terms of the
type of activities or conmunication they normarJ-y engaged in.

carol-crs rPA remained consistent from intake to
termination showing no significant problems in her

relationship with cindy-c. This is another indication of her

stable support and parenting. The rpA indicated this was the
most positive parent-child relationship in this group. carol-
c did not express any ambivarence in terms of her feelings
towards the offender or her berief of cindy-crs alregations.

carol--c did not score three of the iterns in the pre Brief
FAI{ rrr. The pre and post scores r¡rere relatively stabre; both

showing better functioning than the mean for crinical
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farniries. carol-crs BDr scores dropped significantly from

indicating moderate depression at intake to minimal depression

at termination. This was consistent with carol-crs feedback

that this treatment program hras helpful for her.

Cindy-c's Child Questionnaire responses (Appendix B)

showed progress in avJareness of sexuality issues, feerings,
and personal safety. This T^tas consistent with observations by

the therapists that cindy-c became much more confident in
discussions and in expressing her feerings. cindy-c expressed

her sense of the usefulness of group in the child Feedback

form (Appendix C) ; rrI rm starting to feel much betterrt.
Clinical Dirnensions and Attainment of Goals

Cindy-cts ability to benefit from group therapy and her

apparent positive mental hearth was refrected in the following
dimensions:

l-. while cindy-c's initiar verbar participation was minimal,

she progressed to become open and insightful with her

comments. Cindy-cts ,achieved open communication wíth
group members and her grandmother.

2. Cindy-c engaged in mininal linit testing.
3. Cindy-c participated in most activities addressing sexual

abuse resol-ution. She showed rninirnal anxiety or shame

particularly upon clarifying concerns with her

grandrnother.

4. Cindy-c was able to play cooperativel-y with others though

she often preferred individuat play.
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The treatment goars hrere adequately rnet with this system.

cíndy-c v¡as capabre of both providing and receiving peer

support and she showed increased confidence with social skills
and verbal communication. progress hras made in terms of
cindy-crs knowledge of sexuarity and sexuar abuse issues. she

explored and released her feelings around her own

victimizatj-on with a picture and story disclosure. As weIl,
cindy-c became able to integrate her abuse experiences with
group games and activities. This chird showed reasonable

coping strategies wíth regards to the sexuar abuse. Daily
stressors (e.9., peers) r^rere a chalrenge for cindy-c and she

often withdrew when she felt sad or lonety. overalr
improvement in the rerationship between caror-c and cindy-c,
particularry in terms of support and communication around

sexual abuse and sexuarity, had a significant impact on cindy-
c. As weIl, these changes provide a solid basís for
communication around personal safety and generar sexuality
issues in the future. Both carol-c and cindy-c hrere ready for
termination. No further treatment v/as recommended at this
tine.



Lucy-d:

Laura-d:

Lori-D:

CFS-D:

Total number
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Fanily System D

Primarv particípants

group particÍpant, 10 years oId.
group participant, eight years o1d.

natural mother, caregiver, paralleÌ group

participant.

Chil-d and Family Services worker.

of contacts with this system. 20.

Intake Information

I^Iith the support of cFs-D, Lori-D made a self referral_ to
the cRC for herserf and her fanity. The referral was made in
response to her daughterst experiences of sexuar abuse, a

history of violence with the childrenrs father, and the fact
that she and her daughters were recently reunited.

Both Lucy-d and Laura-d were seen at a sexual assaul_t

clinic when they v¡ere four and two years old respectively.
Lucy-d disclosed that her natural father had engaged in sexual
i-ntercourse with both her and Laura-d. Medicar evidence

indicated that Laura-d had experienced penetration.
Examination of Lucy-d indicated she had experienced no sexual

trauma at this tirne. The offender has a history of violence,
criminal charges and incarceration. CFS-D indicated that the
child welfare agency and the police believe there is evidence

of sexuar assault but the offender has not been charged

because of jurisdiction complications.

when Lucy-d and Laura-d were eight and six years old
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respectj-veIy, they disclosed inappropriate touching by their
maternal auntrs common-Iaw with whom they v/ere riving at the
time. Lori-D was incarcerated and thus did not have custody

of her chil-dren. Medical examinations confirmed sexual

assault of both girls. Lucy-d underwent surgery

(approximately six months prior to group) in response to
vaginal scarring caused by this sexual assaurt. To date,
there had been no charges laid on the second offender.

During the intake, Lori-D revealed that the chirdrenrs
father had located them approximatery four months earl-ier.
Both cFs-D and the intake interviewer emphasized the need for
no contact between the children and their father. strategies
for protection were discussed. There had been no recent
contact between the chÍl-dren and either offenders. (For a

sunmary of the intake information see Appendix A. ) Lori-o
believes her daughtersr alregations and verbalized a

commitment to their safety and parenting. Lori-Drs goals for
therapy were to assist Lucy-d and Laura-d in their healing
process and to receive help with parenting issues.

System Treatment Summary

In the pre-group sessions, Lucy-d presented as an

attractive, active, and immature J-O year old (i.e., in speech

and behaviour). Lucy-d had difficurty focusing on the pre-
measures and she stated she could not read. Laura-d presented

as a attractive, quiet, and mature eight year old. The girrs
prayed individually and conjointry as well as involving the
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therapist in their play. Laura-d often organized the play
around the doII house and sand box and she seemed to look
after her older sister. Both girls Lrere comfortable with the
content and context of treatment. Lucy-d asked if alr the
group members had been sexuarly abused to which the therapist
responded affirmatively. Both girls physically held onto
their mother at the beginning and end of the session. Lori-D
showed some di-scomfort with their behaviours and was anxious
around control issues.

At the second group session, Lori-D requested an

individual session for herself prirnariry to discuss her
concerns and frustration regarding Lucy-drs rtbaby,r behaviour
and tarking. Lori-D and the case manager concurred that these

behaviours were occurring consistently at home, school, and in
treatment. This individual session served to establish
rapport between Lori-D and the therapist and to initiate the
therapist's approach of supporting Lori-D in her parenting
role (both in and out of session). significant issues to
address included re-framing Lucy-d t s rridentif ied patientrt
role, developing open communicatj-on, facilitating play and

herpful Ínteraction between Lori-D and her daughters, and

general recent reconstitution issues (i.e., concepts of family
rol-es, boundaries, and change). Lorj_-D contracted for weekly

fanily therapy sessions. The structure of these sessions

included

therapist
initial consultation between Lori-D and the
review issues and set an agenda, potential time

an

to
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for the therapist and Lucy-d and Laurâ-d, and conjoint family
therapy. The totar number and type of therapy sessions

achieved v¡ere four conjoint fanily therapy sessions, four
individual- sessions with l,ori-n, two crisis oríented sessions
with Lucy-d and Laurâ-d, and numerous telephone contacts with
child and Family services, the school counserlor, and Lori-D.

A significant shift occurred in this system during an

initÍaI session with Lucy-d and the first severar family
therapy sessions. whire exploring her behaviours and feerings
Lucy-d told the therapist titts hard to grow up. . r want

to be a baby". The family discussed the irnpact of earry
childhood separation on alt members. Acknowredging these

feelings allowed the faniry and the therapist to plan

strategies that wourd more effectively meet their needs.

Lori-D planned to spend daily individual time with both

daughters. For Lucy-d, this time (e.g., 30 minutes) would be

availabl-e for her to rrpretend to be a babyr and for her mother

to nurture her accordingly (e.g., rocking, holding, baby

talk). The rest of the day, Lucy-d would be a l-o year old.
rt was agreed that Lori-D and the therapists could remind

Lucy-d about this contract, her ability to be a 10 year old,
and the appropriate occasions for the respective behaviours.

There ri/as a gradual decrease in Lucy-drs regressive behaviours

and language. The therapists noted however, that at the times

when Lucy-d hras age appropriate, Laura-d tended to act out or
withdraw.
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rn the eighth week of the treatment program, significant
crises began to emerge in this system. The crises evolved

around Lori-Drs use of alcohol (she had reported being dry for
two years), the children being at home alone for extended

períods of tine, and a breakdown of the previously arranged

safety plan. Lori-o repeatedty postponed or did not arrive
for therapy sessions. on one occasion, Laura-d came to the

cRC when Lori-o did not pick them up at school. on a second

occasion, the school counsellor arerted the therapist that the
children had indicated they had been at home arone and were

scared. A group therapy session was scheduled for that day,

and when this famiry did not arrive, the therapists went to
the home to determine the safety of the children. Lori-D was

not home and the children were placed with the child and

Fanily servj-ces agency later that night. while efforts v/ere

made to restore the therapeutic relationship with Lori-D and

she verbalized acceptance of the therapists' actions and her

responsibility, there vras a subsequent decrease in the

frequency of sessions with this system. specific efforts were

made to crarify and separate the role of child and Farniry

services and that of the cRc. However, laws dictating the

reporting of children who are home alone also v¡ere

acknowledged.

The rast three weeks of the treatment program hrere marked

by increased difficul-ties in the reratíonship between Lori-D

and Lucy-d. Lucy-d verbarized her belief that her mother did
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not $rant to care for her. As weIl, there rras one incident of
physicar disciplining (reported to chird and Famity services

by the school). one of the final famiry therapy sessions

focused on facilitating Lucy-drs communication with her mother

regardi-ng her fears and needs. Hearing her daughter express

these feelings v/as a powerfur experience for Lori-D. At the

same time, the girls had the opportunity to hear their
motherrs frustrations and commitment to parenting. rt v/as

important to note that everyone makes mistakes and to validate
the family's work. The finar farnily session incruded an

opportunity for the members to share their letters. Lori-D
and her daughters talked openly about the sexuar abuse

experiences and Lucy-drs surgery. Lori-d provided excerrent

support and messages to the girls regarding safety, support,

and responsibility. Lori-o requested and initiated a transfer
to an agency more closely aligned with her cul-turaI
background.

Child Treatment Summarv

In phase one, Lucy-d engaged in almost continual
regressive behaviour and language (e.g., loud laughing,

demanding of attention, thumb sucking, lying on floor).
Laura-d connected well with the other girls and the

therapists, showing age appropriate behaviours. Both Lucy-d

and Laura-d participated in the discussion regarding the

purpose of group and general sexual abuse issues. Lucy-d

provided recent examples where she was uncomfortable with boys
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and she did not seem clear about personal safety and boundary

issues" Laura-d talked about her mother rrfinding out and now

hre can talk about it [sexual abuse] at homerf. This was some

of the most personal sharing that the girls participated in.
Neither Lucy-d or Laura-d chose to record or share their story
of sexual abuse.

At times both girls had difficulty responding to l_init
setting and coping with the group structure. often, sibling
conflict and rivarry was at the root of the disturbances. The

dynamics between the girrs revorved around Lucy-drs neediness

of Laura-d, Laura-dts alternating co-dependency and

frustration, and competition for attention and nurturance. As

well, âs group progressed their relationship was affected by

Laura-d I s loss of her rroldertf sibling status as Lucy-d began

to show more rnaturity.

Phase two coincided with Lucy-drs acknowledgement in the

individual- and fanily sessions of her wish to be a baby. This

period marked the beginning of Lucy-d's attempts to cope in
more age appropriate $¡ays. [.Ihi1e nearly every session

contained some regressive behaviours or language, Lucy-d

responded well to the therapists t rrremindersrr and there was

gradual improvement in this area. At times, Laura-d was very

angry and withdrawn, making negative comments to Lucy-d. Both

girls became increasingly needy of their motherrs attention
(e.9., had to talk with her during group). Additional issues

for Lucy-d in this phase qras around personal boundaries. The
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male therapist had to set f j_rrn lirnits on Lucy-d's physical
approaches with him and the female therapist talked with Lucy-
d about appropriate dress. Lucy-d responded well_ to these
directions and by the end of group was appropríate in her
interactíons with the mate therapist and her ctothing. Laura-
d showed improvement in the area of expressing her feelings
and staying with the group, particularly when this rel-ated to
linit setting. For example, she stated rrr donrt want to cl-ean

up because I donrt want to leave [the session]r.
The release phase coincided with increased dysfunctj_on

and crises in this system. As noted, neither girls
participated in the discrosure activities. However, both v/ere

attentive to rrpromise Not To Tell, (wachter, 19g3) and the
other childrents discrosures. Lori-D was unabre to accompany

her daughters to session l-0. Difficulties in their respective
systerns combined with rising anxiety in response to group

content, culminated in session 10 when Lucy-d and Erren-e
became out of control- (e.g., behaviorally and verbally
aggressive) and were unabre to cope with the content.
rnterestingly, Laura-d was the most cooperative and involved
in group activities during session 10. she also had great
difficulty adjusting to the room and group structure changes

in session l-l-. Also in this phase, Lucy-d showed extreme

neediness of food, hording materials, and sel_f-destructive
behaviours. Lucy-d and Laura-d did complete letters to their
caregivers.
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The last phase of treatment marked a significant change

in Lucy-d. she was much more respectful and cooperative with
others, less needy of food, and she showed minirnal regressive

behaviours. l,Ihile Laura-d was angry with and resentful of
Lucy-d at times, both girls progressed well through the
closure phase.

During the non-directive play tirne, Lucy-d often engaged

the male therapist in her pray. Her play themes involved art
work, the doll- house and farnily figures, bricks, the gun and

police costume, and the board games. Laura-d often expressed

her desire for non-directive pray time and she usually used

this time constructively. She often chose to ptay with the
play-dough, cooking equipment, art materials, and board games.

Evaluation

Table 4

System D Measure Results

child:
Lucy-d

child:
Laura-d

Caregiver

CDÏ CAM CDI CAM IPÀ1 IPA2 BDT FAM

Pre-
test 25 35 9 24 27 L4 6 32

Post-
test 17 43 3 31 52 40 5 35

ÏPA].:

IPA2:

for Lucy-d

for Laura-d
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The cDr scores indicate a signifi-cant reduction in
depressive symptorns for both Lucy-d and Laura-d (the only
children in this group who scored lower at termination).
However, while the resurts indicate Lucy-d was experiencing

less depression at termination, her pre and post cDr both

refrect clinicar depression. The cDr resurts indicated Laura-

d was not experiencing clinical depression. This difference
in the siblingsr apparent mentar hearth was consistent with
the th'erapists observations and Lori-Drs opinion that. Lucy-d

was most in need of treatment. Lucy-drs regressive behaviours

and language as we]l as her inability to participate in group

activities $¡ere ref lective of the dif f iculties she $¡as

experiencing. Her rrrPrr status perhaps arso influenced both

her behaviours and her scores.

Lucy-d and Laura-d both reported an increase in the
problems they perceived in their rerationship with their
mother. while Laura-dfs post score just reached the point
indicating clinically significant problems, Lucy-drs post

score is well- into the range indicating significant problems

in this relationship. These resurts were refl-ective of
heightened stress observed between Lucy-d and Lori-D,
particularly in the l-ast three weeks of treatment. The

increase in the cAM scores nay al-so ref l-ect more honest

responses in terms of the childrenrs feelings towards their
mother. Lucy-d rnade significant progress in tarking with her

mother about her fears and difficutties with their
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Lori-Dfs rPA scores showed a profound i-ncrease in her

perception of difficulties with both her daughters. Lori-Drs
post fPA scores indicated she perceived clinically significant
probrems in her relationship with Lucy-d and Laura-d. As per

Lori-Drs verbar feedback and the therapistsr observations, the

measure resul-ts indicated she had the most difficulty with
Lucy-d. This perception of probrems in her relationships with
her daughters did not appear to influence the support and

unconditional l-ove which Lori-d expressed to Lucy-d and Laura-

d in the finar farnily therapy sessions. An hypothesis is that
whil-e LorÍ-D learned how to support her daughters around the
specific íssues of sexuar abuse, she may have continued to
experience difficurty with overal-l parenting skirls. This is
consistent with Lori-Drs realization that she did not

experience adequate parenting as a chird and this affects her

own ability to parent.

Lori-Drs Brief FAM rrr scores hrere relatively stabre

between intake and termination. There was a slight increase

in dysfunctional- syrnptoms, with the post score approaching a

high score for crinicar families. Lori-Dts BDr pre and post

resurts vrere both within the mildly depressed range. Lori-Drs
scores at ternination did not reflect the significant crises
and difficulties which $¡ere apparent in this family.

Lucy-drs Child Questionnaire responses (Appendix B)

indicated progress in the areas of sexual education and
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personal safety skiIIs. This was consistent with the

therapists observations of a lack in personar safety knowredge

in the first phase of group, and gradual j-mprovement in terms

of her personal boundaries and assertion. Laura-drs Chitd

Questionnaire responses (Appendix B) v¡ere also reflective of
her progress with expression of feelings and personal safety
skíIls. The Child Feedback (Appendix C) indicated this
treatment program was a positive experience for Lucy-d and

Laura-d.

Clinical Dirnensions and GoaI Attainment

Lucy-d and Laura-drs progress and respective ability to
benefit from group treatment was reflected in the following
dimensions:

1. Lucy-drs regressive behaviours and language impacted on

her verbal interaction with others. She was involved ín
some discussions, but withdrew when the content uras

anxiety producing. Laura-d progressed from coping by

t'flighttr to using verbal skills in problem solving and

expressing feelings. Neither girls chose to verbally
share much in group, but there r¡ras progress in discussing

sexual abuse and feelings with their mother.

2. Lucy-d's linit testing and difficulty attending $/as

paralle1 to her heightened anxiety in the release phase.

Laura-d also engaged in limit testing but responded well_

to consistent and natural consequences. Their limit
testing in treatment vras consistent with difficulties
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experienced at home.

3" Lucy-d and Laura-drs sharing regarding their sexuar abuse

experiences and feerings was mínimal. They did discuss
sexual abuse issues in general and revealed recent non-

familial- unwanted touching. Neither girls recorded or
disclosed their familial- abuse to the group or
therapists. rn the closure phase however, both girls
wrote letters to their mother and shared these in a

family session.

4. Lucy-d had difficulty attending to group activities. she

often chose individuar non-directive pray. Laura-d was

more able to benefit from group play therapy. I{hile she

often expressed her desi-re to have non-directive pray,

Laura-d could focus on group tasks and work independently

for a reasonable amount of tine.
considering the trauma, r""".,t reconstitution of this

farnily, and their functioning at intake, reasonable progress

was made with the group goals. Lucy-d and Laura-d benefitted
from receíving support in the form of reduced isoration and

hearing peers share their story. significant progress $/as

made with regards to establishing age appropriate behaviour,
boundaries, personar safety, and sexual abuse ar¡¡areness with
Lucy-d. As werl, Laura-d showed improvement in terms of her
verbarization of feelings, coping skills, and. awareness of
sexual abuse issues. There was rninimar rel-ease of their
sexual abuse experiences and feerings for this sibling pair.
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Progress rt¡as made in terms of f aciritating Lori-Drs support

of, and open communicatj-on with, her daughters around their
sexual abuse experiences and present relationship.

Fanily Systems E and F

Ron Kane was the case manager for systems E and F.

rnformation regarding Erlen-e and Dee-f and their farnily
systems may be found in his practicum report.
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CHAPTER 6. LEARNING ÀND PRACTICE THEMES

The Referral Process

During initial planning for these practica the students
and committee members hypothesized that, considering the
target problem and popuration, there would be ampre and easily
attainable referrals. This expectation however, hras not
realized. The difficulty with securing referrals r¡ras atluded
to in chapter 3 by outlining the process of broadening the
catchment area and agencies. The onry referrals which

initially met the criteria were the seven girls accepted for
treatment. Because of the lack of referrals there was linited
screening ín terms of readiness for group or group

composition.

upon examining this probrem, it wourd appear that notice
of this treatment program may not have reached all the child
and Farnily service workers. As werI, there may have been a

delay in the distribution of this information, and therefor a

lag in referrars reaching the cRc. The incredibry large
caseloads of these workers must arso be considered. Referring
for and facilitatíng treatment may sometimes be an added

burden for child and Fanily services workers that are arready

overwhelned with crisis and protection work.

There are several strategies which rnight counter referral
difficulties. A letter describing the program and criteria to
child and Family service workers, supervisors, and abuse
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coordinators wourd be more effective. This practicum would

have benefitted from this written notifícation occurring two

to three months prior to commencement of treatment. As welr,
an established relationshíp with Child and Farnily Services r

management and supervisors might ease the referral process for
individual workers. A written contract with referral agents

at intake might formarize the rel-ationship and clarify the
rol-es of , for example, child welfare and the CRC.

one of the areas of responsibility which woul_d have

benefitted from early cl-arification was transportatì-on. WhiIe

some agencies assumed compJ-ete control of facilitating
transportation, there v/as less clarity for other cases. A

complication hras a difference between agencies in terrns of
which clients v/ere erigible for assistance with
transportation. some agencies wourd only arrange for
transportation for children who r.." temporary or permanent

wards. This resulted in less support for famil-ies with
natural children requiring treatrnent.

several- ref errals r^¡ere made for younger sexuar abuse

victirns (four to six years of age) which is refrective of the
earrier identification and disclosure trends. However, while
there has been some success securing earlier disclosures,
there is clearly a gap in treatment programs for the young

victirns who do disclose.
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Intake and Pre-Group procedures

The i-ntake and pre-group procedures ÌÁ/ere found to be

moderateJ-y effective. The most significant deficit noted was

with regards to assessing the childrenrs resolutíon of the
abuse, their readiness for treatment, and what treatment
nodarity would be most appropriate for each child and system.
(see Mandell and Damon, 1999 for a discussion of selection and

preparation.) The childrs readiness for group treatment was

determined entj-reIy second hand through referring agents and

caregivers. The decision regarding a systemfs involvement ín
this program $/as made intentionally without the therapist
having had a session with the chird. while this achieved the
goar of protecting chil-dren from a one session engagement and

subsequent loss of a therapist, it prevented adequate

assessment and screening of group members. rn retrospect,
this disadvantage perhaps outweighs the benef its. There r^rere

several children who would have benefitted from initial
Índividual play therapy if such r¡rere available.

An Ínitial meeting with the referring agent and caregiver
was useful. This provided an opportunity to explain the
program, gather background information, and clarífy the
invol-vement of both the caregiver and referring agent. rf the
program appeared to be appropriate at this point, one or two

individual- screening sessions with the child woul_d be

recommended in the future sorely to assess her readiness for
treatment and group. Acceptance of the system for pararlel
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group treatment should be dependent on the chil-d's readiness
and group composition.

Two one hour pre-group sessions for the child and

caregiver were found to be a minimar requirement. Adequate

joining and attention to measures courd not be achieved in one

session.

The case manager was found to be a critical role in thís
treatment program. An improvement in this area would be to
assign the case manager at intake in order to provide
continuity through screening, pre-group, system intervention,
and termination processes. Invariably, attendance

difficurties (e.g, transportation or motivation) and crises
arose. rf these situations were not attended to prornptly,

attendance became a problem.

The ParalIel Group Approach

The concl-usions of this practÍcum and the treatment Èeam

supported the parallel group concept. clearly, the child and

her fanily benefitted from exproration of complementary

issues. The tendency to refer just the chitd for treatment is
stil] prevalent. rnvorving the caregíver in a paralrel group

faciritates aT¡/areness of sexuar abuse issues and support of
the chiId.

Fiona-a was the onry chird in the latency-age group whose

caregiver did not participate in the parall-el group. v[híIe

Fiona-a progressed well in treatment, it appeared that her
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setting. Fiona-a chose not to discuss her treatment
experiences with natural or foster family members.
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therapy

or abuse

Group play Therapy

when considering attendance, personal disctosure, verbal
communication, and consumer feedback as indicators of success,

it rras concluded that this group play therapy program $/as

reasonably ef f ective. There $¡ere no rrdrop-ou¡srr in the
children's group, and atr participants reported having a

posÍtive experience in therapy. six of the seven group

members achieved either open communication in group, with
their caregiver, or both.

Given the srnalr number of participants, the measures were

examined only on an indivídual case basis. There v¡as,

however, a trend in the cDr r"=rrrt= which warrants some

discussion; four of the seven participants scored higher in
their post cDr measure than the pre test. The barance of the
cDr resurts incl-uded one member with the same score, and two

children (system D) who indicated rower depression at the end

of treatment. The scores indicating an increase in depression
at the end of treatment were generarly not consi_stent with the
overall assessment of the mentar state or progress in hearing
of these children. severar hypotheses were generated which

may account for the higher post cDr scores: a) over the
course of treatment, these children developed a heightened
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aürareness of their feelings; b) the chíldren v/ere more honest

about their feelings at the end of group; and c) the chirdren

rÁ/ere more directry dealing with their abuse experiences, and

consequently l¡rere experiencing additiona1 depressive symptoms.

As previously discussed, group process was influenced by

the fact that the members vrere at significantly different
stages of resolution of their abuse experiences. This

determined their readiness for, and ability to use, group

treatment. several of the children hrere not ready to directry
address sexual- abuse and their experiences (e.g., through

discussion or activities). These chirdren often chose non-

directive play activities and perhaps would have benefitted
from individual therapy prior to group therapy. The

advantages of having a group where a1t members are at
approximately the stage of healing.v/ere clear; that is, all
children being reasonably ready to attend to chird sexual

abuse content and therapeutic activities, share equiprnent, and

participate in group discussions.

As noted in the literature (Sgroi, LggZ; MacFarlane &

Waterman , 1-986) | it \tras observed that receiving messages

regarding appropriate responsibility, as weII as sharing their
abuse experiences, hras generally folrowed by a reduction in
the chil-drenrs anxíety and sense of shame. The chil-dren who

v/ere able to talk about their offender, the abuse, and their
feelings, seemed to have gained a more adaptive perspective on

their abuse experiences. þIhen presenting sexual abuse
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content, high anxiety was observed in those children who could
not share their feelings or experiences and who expressed fear
of re-victimization. Generalry, increased anxi-ety produced

withdrawal, aggression, and ilemotingrr.

The children who were able to share and participate in
discussions regarding their sexuar abuse experiences were at
a resolution stage to receive the most benefit from group

therapy. The clinical dimensions such as verbal- communication

and the ability to directry address sexuar abuse are
significant predictive factors for successful- group treatment.

while there are discussions in the literature (Mandell &

Darnon, L989) regarding children's difficulty with discussing
their own abuse experiences and feelings, there is littre
information noting the potential difficulty with hearing the
experiences of others. several chirdren in this group openly

discussed their ou¡n experiences, but had extreme difficulty
listening to other chirdren. This situation seemed to produce

heightened anxiety and verbalizations regarding the fear of
re-victímization. The titerature (MacFarlane & waterman,

l-986; Mandell & Damon, L9B9) focused on the positive effects
of reducing isolation and stigmatization. rt woul_d appear

that as some children become av/are of the high incidence of
child sexual abuse, they are understandably increasingry
fearful of a recurrence. Additionar attention needs to be

directed to this outcome of sharing and how this issue may be

addressed in group therapy for children.
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The ratio of seven clients and two therapists was found

to be too high for this age group. Even if all_ members v/ere

ready for group, four or five chirdren would be more

appropriate for two therapists. As well-, it would have been

beneficial to have a group facilitator (fernale) attend to
children when they have to reave the therapy room (e.g.,
bathroom or a tirne-out). rt was found to be imperative that
both the male and femare therapists remaÍn in the therapy room

in order to maintain a balance.

The use of a male-female co-therapist team was found to
be effective particularly for moderling healthy male-female

interactions. The children had the opportunity to observe

appropriate boundaries, effective problem solving, and respect
between the adutts. As well-, group members experienced a

nurturing relationship and clear personal boundaries with both

an adurt male and femare. This was found to be most

significant with the male therapist.
The attributes of the setting proved to be paramount for

the success of the group. The initial room chosen for group

play therapy was found to be less than ideal. The children
had difficulty staying within the rinÍts of a large room

divided in half. The large space tended to produce "rargstt
movements and noise. As weII, the extra equipment in the room

v/as a distraction. Four doors, seven chitdren, and two

therapists did not add up to be an effective combination.

The combination of structured and non-directive play
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therapy has potential for therapeutic benefits. structured
activities and discussions allowed the therapísts to present
information and explore themes which have been found to be

beneficial for abused chil-dren. The non-dj-rective play time
provided an opportunity for the chirdren to pJ_ay out feelings
and issues around their abuse experiences. As well_, this tirne

facilitated peer support and social skill developrnent.

some of these children however, had difficulty focusing
on structured activities and group discussions. whiÌe this
may largery be due to issues around their developmentar and

resolution stages, a suggestion is to have separate rooms for
structured play therapy and non-directive play therapy tirnes.

A smaller therapy room (such as the family therapy room used

for sessions l-1 to 13) wourd have been more appropriate for
joining, group discussion, and sharing intimate and painful
material. rn retrospect, the initiar snack, check-in,
presentation of the weekly theme, and structured activities
wourd have been more effective in a smaller room. This room

would contain only materials for the structured activities and

perhaps each childts stuffed animar. The group coul-d then
have moved to the larger room with arI the toys for non-

directive group play therapy.

with regards to rures for group therapy, it vras found

that this age group did not benefit from setting their orÂ¡n

rules. rt would have been more effective and age-appropriate

to provide the children with the structure of rules, limits,
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and consequences. Earlier and more consistent use of concrete

natural consequences would have been useful in developing

impulse control and social skiIls. Cì-ear1y, this population

requires this structure as well as the order of a routine and

activities. Non-directive group play time which progressed

longer than 30 rninutes generalty became non-productive. Some

of the children requested additional structure during non-

directive play time.

Vühile the progression of phases and sessional themes was

effective, additional sessions r¡¡ere needed in phase IV (Coping

and Mastery). Four sessions in each of the Education,

Re1ease, and Coping and Mastery phases would result in a total
of t7 sessions. This would have allowed for an equal emphasis

on mastery issues such as self-esteem, prevention, and copíng

with farnily members and peers. It was found that most of the

ctients were ready for termination; the children seemed to

need a break from dealing with this content. Therefore, a

group program longer than approxirnately L7 sessions is not

reconmended for this population.

In terms of group content and therapy techniques, it was

found to be helpful to talk about feelings early in the

program. An improvement would have been to also connect

behaviours with feelings at this time. This might have given

the children an opportunity to better understand their
behaviours and to develop more effective coping responses.

The itfeeling and behaviour cardsrr, âs well as the trMoving On
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and cetting strongerrr (corder et al., l-990) gane proved to be

two of the most effective therapy tools.
The childrenrs neediness of food r¡/as a consj-stent therne;

their need of food seemed to reflect their anxiety and need

for emotional nurturance. snack at the beginning of group

ensured that the children did not perceive food as a reward

for treatment. Às werl, snack proved to be a natural
beginning for each session an opportunity to re-join and

check-in. A snack at the end of each session was the grouprs

idea. They thought this would ease their difficurty with
ending the sessions. whire this strategy had some success,

some members continued to show anxiety and extreme neediness

of food. rt became clear that physical and emotional
nurturance from their caregivers was much more satisfying and

fulfilling. The joint snacks at the end of the latter
sessions proved to be very beneficiat. The children received
some of the type of nurturance they rearly needed, and the
caregivers r¡/ere able to observe and be reinf orced for
nurturing their children.
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Family System Interventions

An underlying struggle with this aspect of the practicum

$ras around the definition and understanding of systemíc

interventions. Efforts were made to clarify what constitutes
I'therapy" withín the systemic or famiry systerns approach. The

advantage of applying a systemic approach with famiries
affected by sexual abuse (Trepper & Barrett, l-986,- Giarretto
et âf., L978) was clearly supported in this practicum. An

initial systernic intervention, hras to network with the other

services invorved (e.g., child and Family services).
Depending on the nature of the family situation, regular
contact with the chird and Fanily services worker courd be

critical. $Iorkers with an av¡areness of the child r s

background, the history of abuse, and farnily dynamics were

important resources with regards to. assessment and designing

the farnily system interventions. As wert, when the therapists
and child werfare workers operated as a team, their roles
could be crearly defined and separated. rf the mandated

worker could be the rrhammertr when necessary, this reft the

therapeutic rerationship much ress contaminated by child
welfare issues.

This team did not irnrnediately focus on individual or

dyadic invorvement with the systems. The primary reasons

behind this decision incruded: allowing time to determine

which sub-system should be targeted, the belief that group

therapy should precede individual or dyadic therapy, the
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concern that the simultaneous group and system interventions
would overload the clients, and the berief that the crients
ü/ere not ready for individua] or dyadic therapy. The

experience of this practicum however, indicated that early
individuar involvement with the child and significant members

of the system is indeed beneficial. This finding is
consistent with sturkiers (1983) recommendations that
treatment begin with simurtaneous individual and group therapy
for victims and parents.

The focus of the systemic interventions does need to be
carefull-y determi-ned on a case by case basis. cIearly, this
requires a comprehensive assessment in order to understand
what night be a priority issue or relationship and, what wourd
be most beneficial in terms of the progression within an
overall child sexual abuse treatment plan.

During this practicum, it was observed that the caregj_ver
and basic faniJ-y needs hrere usually rnost critical in terms of
the caregiver and chirdrs abirity to benefit from treatment.
The social context of these famiries v¡as a significant factor.
Most of the clients experienced row socio-economic status,
singte parenthood, and a low level of education which
contributed to multipte probJ_erns. This situation crearJ-y
affected therapy content (e.g., the necessÍty of dealing with
basic needs) and process.

rndividuar therapy with the caregiver could address her
individual issues, family crises, change, basic needs of the
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farnily (e.g., housing, safety), and the caregiverrs support of
the child and their relationship. observations v/ere that if
the caregivers did not receive individual therapy when needed,
these issues tended to dominate the caregiversr group sessions
thus detracting from intended group content. These issues
also influenced attendance.

Most of the ratency-age group mernbers wourd have
benefitted from earrier individuar sessions. This night have
allowed several of the children to more fulry util_ize group.
As weII, the chitd would have individuar time with the
therapist to address any fears or concerns and her
relationship with naturar and/or foster family members. some

of the children required individuar attention in order to
prepare for dyadic sessions (e.g., to complete their ,stori_esrl

and rrletterst!). This could have been accomplished with
individual therapy during the release phase.

rndividual therapy with potential caregivers or other
significant fanily members, to address their support of and

relationship with the child was another significant system

intervention. These sessions prepared the farnily members for
subsequent dyadic or family systern therapy.

For one of the systems invor-ved in this practicum,
dyadic and famiry therapy occurred through most of the
program. Dyadic and family system sessions for the rest of
the systems v/ere accomplished in the ratter phases of the
program. rt was found that these families wourd benefit from
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earl-ier dyadic sessions as this would provide a foundation for
sharing their letters and discussing sexual abuse in qeneral.

Most of the caregivers r¡/ere ready for dyadic sessions by mid

point of the program. changes invorving earlier individual
time with the child and extending the length of the prograrn by

several sessions (as recommended in the group pray therapy

discussion), wourd provide additional time to focus on the
caregi-ver/child relationship. The importance of establishing
open communication within this rerationship $/as clearly
supported in this practicum. The retters between the
caregivers and children proved to be an effective technique

for preparing for constructive dyadic sessions and beginning

to discuss the sexual abuse. rn order for family system and

group sessions to occur simultaneously, it became cl_ear that
some individuals may attend more than one session in a week.

This should be clearly outlined during the intake process

upon considering the other sociar systems involved with
these children, the most obvious is the school. with regards

to the networking, assessment, and coordination of service,
this treatment team recommended that the therapists not
contact the childrents schools. The concerns rá¡ere around

confidentiality and teachers' potential for bias. As the
program progressed however, there was contact with several of
the schoor systems. These contacts arose from crises
situations, the schoolrs initiative, and from a caregiverrs
request for coordination between the schoor and treatment.
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with feedback from these caregivers and school personnel
and the therapists observations, it became clear that there
would have been much to gain from early contact with the
schools. obviousry, âDy contact with the school would be made

only with the guardian's permission. preferably, this
communication wourd occur within the context of a case

conference with the caregiver. The nature or focus of
treatment, or background informatíon wourd not need to be

shared. Rather, communication with schoor personner courd
focus on the childts experiences at school. with
coordination, school and treatment courd become consistent
with responses to and interaction with the child (e.g., for
acting out or regressive behaviours).

rt would appear that most of these schoor systems hrere

ar¡/are, either through behaviours or by already having some

background information, that these children had experienced
trauma in their tives. Experience within this practicum found
the schoor personner to be very positive in terms of treatment
and interested in receiving recommendations for working wíth
the children. The children spend a large portion of their
waking hours in the schoor setting and their teachersl
responses have the potentiar of being very positive i_n terms

of the childts healing process.

However, one must make decisions carefully when

considering consultation or communication with other social
systems. An understanding of the community and social system
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(e.9., school) response to treatment is crucíal. lr]hile the
experience in this practicum with inner-city school personnel

v/as positive, there may stigmatization with regards to
receiving treatment in other communities. concrusions are
that there is much to be gained from earry coordination with
the school system if there Ís a positive attitude towards
treatment and facirítating the chirdren's hearÍng process.

coordination can be achieved without sharing personal

information regarding the chírd's history or treatment issues.
As noted earlier in this chapter, the continuity of

service provided by a case manager was found to be a criticar
aspect of successful systemic interventions. rn turn,
effective invol-vement with the system Ìargely determined

client participation and therefore overarr program

success.

Method of Evaluation

As with most clinical measures, there h¡as concerns

regarding social desirabirity effects and the impact of the
therapist-client relationship. Regarding the number of
measures administered, it appeared that both the children and

caregivers found these measures to be the maximum number

comfortably conpleted in the allotted time.

The children had no difficulty compreting the cDr and

there appeared to be a clear understanding of the frequency
progression of the symptorns. The items provided clinically
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significant materiar and an opportunity to discuss, f.or
exarnpre, the chj-Id's suicide ideation and support network.

None of the five children discussed in this report chose

to complete a cAF. Both the cAI{ and rpA were rnarginatly
effective as these ctients had diffícuIty applying the five
point likert scale to the 25 iterns. while some of the
difficulty with comprehension may be due to the chil-dren's
ages (Ìess than recommended), it wourd appear that this
measure requires a fairry high rever of literacy. Most of the
caregiverrs experienced difficurty completing the rpA. upon

considering the items, it becomes clear that there is indeed

incorrect grammar when apprying the rikert scal_e to several- of
the items. For exampre, there is a double negati-ve with items
and responses such as ,T feel like T do not love my

mother...rarely or none of the timer. As well_, some of the
chitdren did not comprehend worå= such as "demanding',,
rrinterferesrr, and trirritatingtt.

The BDÏ-BF proved to be an appropriate and effective
scale for this program. As well, the FAM-BF provj_ded a brief
and easj-1y adrninistered measure indicating famity functioning.
Generally, the clients had no difficulty cornpreting this
measure.

Kuhn I s Child Questionnaire provided important information
regarding the childrents knowledge of sexuality, feelings,
boundaries, and personal safety. There seemed to be however,

some confusion with parts a), b), c) , and d) of itern number
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five. with two pre-test exceptions, the children did not
respond to the question rwhen i-s it not o.K. for someone you

know to touch you private partsr. rt would appear that there
is a problem with the structure of this sentencer âs most of
the children verbarized their belief that it is generarly not
O.K. for anyone to touch their private parts.

The evaluation and feedback forms appeared to accomplish
their purpose. Minor changes which might improve the chird
form are with the wording of items eight and nine. The

chil-dren seemed. to prefer the phrases ,The best thing about
group hras. . . rr and 'tThe worst thing about group v/as. . . rt. Às

well-r ân itern night be incruded which gives the child an

opportunity to evaluate the therapist.

The Team Approach: consurtation and supervision
rt $¡as found that significant time is required for

consul-tati-on and preparation when utilizing a co-therapy and

paralleI group approach. A longer sessionar de-brief (30-45

minutes) would have been beneficiar. As well, a weekly
planning tine (30-60 minutes) for arr four pararrel group

therapists would have been idear. Both pairs of co-therapists
met for approximatery two hours each week to confirm agendas

and prepare activities. At reast one hour prior to each group

session v/as required for setting up the room, equipment, and

preparing the snack. An additionar hour following the
sessions was needed to clean-up and complete the contact
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notes. rt wourd have been helpful to more careful-ly consider
Damon and watermanrs (L986) discussion of the consultation
process between the parallel group therapists. clearly, a

commitment is needed from each therapist in terms of time and

availability. The concept of rrhalf-timeff versus rrfull-timerl

practica should perhaps be considered when implementing a team

approach to practice and supervision. There was however, an

opportunity to benefit from quality and intense peer

supervision and consultation.

obviously, the amount of time required for a team

approach extends to supervisors and committee members. The

four team supervision conferences with students, supervisors,
and committee members hrere found to be very conducive to
effective case discussions and practice evaluation.
Additional team supervision conferences with the attendance of
all participants woutd have been beneficial. As werl_, it was

found that separate supervj-sion time was indeed required for
group therapy and the fanily system interventions.
Therapist and supervisor viewing of the video-tapes was an

additionar time commitment. viewing these tapes, however, was

found to be an essential requirement for learning and

supervision.

This program, with the co-therapy and paraIIel group

approach hras, in some $/ays comparabre to co-workers within a

treatment agency. The issue of worker/therapist performance

and accountability needs to be monitored by a rtmanagementrr
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needs to be
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSTONS

The general concrusions based on this practicum are that
group play within a paralleJ- group context combined
simultaneousry with farniry system interventions, are effective
components of a systemic approach to treating child sexual
abuse. The crinicar evaluations, client feedback, and

observations, indicated that this program was a positive
experience for these children and their farnili-es. t{hi1e there
hrere compli-cations because of the children r s dif ferent stagres

of resoluti-on, the treatrnent goars one through si_x (as
outrined in chapter three) were adequately met. These goars
focused on peer support, establishing open communi_cation

within famities, ed.ucation regarding sexual abuse issues,
release of feelings, and building personal safety skiIls.

The group treatment theme which would have benefitted
from additional tirne was coping and mastery. sessions could
be added which wourd attend to coping with faniry and peers,
building self-esteem, continued resolution of the sexual
abuse, and developing the sense of being a rsurvivorrr. while
there was the potential of opening feelings and issues around
the sexual abuse without adequate time for resorution, most
group members were ready for termination.

The option of referring the cÌients for additional
indíviduar or famiry therapy was avair-able and recommended for
two of the systems. .As werl, the clients were informed that
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they hrere wercome to return to the cRc should they wi-sh
additional service in the future. As time progresses the
children, ât r-ater devetopmental stagesr fiây benefit from
further therapy. Three of the four systems dj-scussed here
achieved the finar goal of estabrishing open communication
between the chÍId and caregiver regarding sexual- abuse.

The irnportance of initiar assessments vras found to be
paramount. rt was crear that not alI chirdren are ready for
group therapy. rnitially, individual play therapy may be more
beneficiar for some chil-dren. Related to this issue is the
advantage of having group members at the same approximate
stage of resolution (e.g., ready to directly address sexuar_

abuse content and their own experiences).

It was found to be valuable to engage the careg,Ì-vers in
individual therapy at the beginning of treatment. As welr,
children may benefit from early individual sessions in order
to prepare for dyadic therapy. rndividual therapy with
significant family mernbers was found to be herpful to
facilitate their support of the child and to prepare for
dyadic and famiry sessions. The importance of opening
communication between the child and her family can not be
overstated. Farniry systern interventions ensure that the
knowredge and hearing which occurs in the therapeutic context
is integrated within the fanily and naturar system. clearry,
additional tirne for dyadic and famiry therapy would be

beneficial.
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The learning goals established for this practicum v/ere

achieved. The experience of working intensery with these
children and their familíes provided valuable insight into
child sexual abuse and hearing. significant learning themes

in terms of sociar work practice involved recognizing the
importance of: estabrishing crear rol-es and boundaries with
other social- services (e.g., chird welfare and the school),
supporting caregivers in their parenting ro1e, providing
children with structure and rinits, utilizing measures in
clinical practice, incorporating children and their caregivers
in farnity therapy, and using play as a means for healing.

This practicum provided an opportunity for professional
growth as a clinical therapist irnprernenting a systemic
approach to treatment. r have become farniliar with the
Iíterature regarding systemic treatment model-s, group pfay
therapy, and farnily therapy involving children. Irlorking with
a team of therapists, consurtants, and supervisors contributed
significantly to both theoretical and practicar learning. As

well-, ski1ls were deveroped with regards to becoming an

effective and productive team member. Learning to be prepared

for professional- meetings ensures that r wirl make effecti_ve
use of consultation and supervision opportunities.

over the course of this practicum, r have developed rny

play therapy skills. while r have achieved confidence with
providing structured pray therapy, additionar work is needed

with non-directive techniques in order to achieve the same
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assurance in this area. significant advancement was made in
the delivery of farnily therapy, particurarry with rtracking:rr

family dynamics and interactions. However, deveropíng skirls
as a farnily therapi-st will- continue to be a professional goar.

An increased av¡areness of rnyserf and ny skiIIs is perhaps

one of the most significant personal achievements of this
practicum. r found that ny use of tselfr involves humour,

genuine interest in and caring for people, and. my ohrn past

experj-ences. As well, this practicun irluninated the need for
therapists to strive for arrbalancedt life-styIe. when

working with people to facilitate their healing, one must arso

experience well-being. Recreation, Ieisure, farnily, and

friends were found to be essentj-al for a therapist to continue
to provide quality service.

The most meaningful experience within this practicum is
most eloquently expressed through rrHeidi-b's Storyil (p. vi,
this docurnent). This story signifies Heidi-b's healing
process as welr as the hearing and understanding of which

children are capable. Her story captures some of the most

irnportant aspects of sexual abuse resorution: do not hold the
trauma inside yourserf; if you do not terr someone, the secret
is maintained and there is a physicar and emotionar price; and

no matter how difficult, it is irnportant for people to terl-
their stories. Being a part of the childrents healing process

and their newry found freedom and support through open

communication with their caregivers vras trury a hurnbling

experience.
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TNTAKE TNFORMATION FOR LATENCY GROUP:

CAREGÏVERS AND CHILDREN

JOINTLY PREPARED BY: KATHY ANDERSON

BARB GAJKEK

KAREN GAMEY
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THE CHILD QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
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LATENCY GROUP - CHTLD FEEDBACK FORM
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INTAKE FORM
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Intake Form

l-" Childrs name: Age:_D.O.B.

2. Caregiverrs name:

Relat j-onship:

Others living !üith chÍ1d:

3" Parents (if other than above):

4. Referred by:

Agency, Region, Phone no.:

5. lrlardship status: present-

Past-

PIan-

6. rndividuals and family currentry actively invorved with
the child:

_birth mother _birth f.ather _foster farnily

_extended fanily _grandparents _siblings
past foster family

7. Other aqencies and services involved with the child:

Abuse History

B. Date of disclosure:

9. Disclosed to:
Age of child_

l-0. Relationship of of fender to child
11. Status of charges:

12. Age of child at tine of abuse:
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1-3. At time of abuse, child in care of :

14. Duration and nature of abuse:

l-5 . Medi-cal- inf ormation:

L6. Other forms of abuse (previous and/or additionat):

1,7. Family reaction at disclosure:

Present fanily support:

l-8. Treatment to date:

19. Present contact with offender:

Child and Treatment

20. Current symptoms and behaviours:

21-. Childts interests and strengths:

22. Child's interaction with peers and groups:

23. Transportation to treatment:

24. Participant in caregiverrs group:

25. Participants in f arnily systern interventions:
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APPENDIX E

FAMILY CONTRACT FOR TREATMENT

JOÏNTLY PREPARED BY: KATHY ANDERSON

BARB GAJDEK

KAREN GAMEY

RON KANE
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Famil-v Contract for Treatment

Name

I/We

and

of child BD

1.

2.

3.

parent/guardian) consent

commit to

Yes No

My child's participation in the fourteen

session child sexual abuse victimrs group.

I am responsj-ble for ensuring ny child gets

to and from group safely; group runs for
1 a/2 hours per week for fourteen sessions.

My participation in the parallel parent's
group which runs at the same tirne and place

as the chil-dren's group.

I understand that individual and fanity
sessions are avaitable to me and that this
may be recoiltmended during grouþ treatment.

rmportant: Please be aware that the therapists are required
by law to report any nehr incidents or information regarding
any suspected form of child abuse to chird protection
agencies.

Date Parent/Guardian

Therapist
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APPENDIX F

FEELING CARDS AND BEHAVIOIIR CARDS

(FEELING ILLUSTRATIONS MODELED AFTER MANDELL & DAMON, T989)

JOINTLY PREPARED BY: KAREN GAMEY

RON KÄNE
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Feeling Cards

Happv Ancfrv Safe

Worried Ashamed Scared

w
Lonely Proud Sad

w
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Behaviour Cards

Hucrcrincr Hurting SeIf Hittinq

Day-dreaminqr Leavin< Eating

Hurting Others

(a

Gettinq

/\qJ
/[

Gett
I
irD19 Qu iet

Being Alone Playing
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APPENDIX G

IIMÀIIREEN I S STORYII

(MODELED AFTER !|PROMISE NOT TO TELL" WACHTER, l_983)

JOINTLY PREPARED BY: KAREN GAI{EY

RON KANE
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rrMaureen I s Storyrl

ItMaureents Storyrt was created to f acilitate discussion of
the story 'rPromise Not to TeII" (!.Iachter, 1983, p. 36-46). As
well, this format v/as introduced to prepare for, and
illustrate, a similar mode for sharing personal experiences
and feelings.
Maureen lives wit

She used to tike when he

But, then she got feeling when he

Maureen

he

was being sexually abused by when

Maureen

but she

She felt

wanted to

couldn I t

told her not to

But, some secrets

Fina11y, Maureen

should not

told

be kept.

because

Maureen was afraid that

But and-beIíeved her and

that she

t.ogether they will get help from

people who

Maureen was

protect

told by

children.

and, he should not

Maureen found someone who believed her and who will help her.
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APPENDTX H

PUPPET SHOW. IIJA}JE I S

JOINTLY PREPARED BY:

DISCLOSIIREII

KÄREN GAMEY

RON KANE
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Puppet Show: rrJane I s Disclosurerl

Social Worker:

Jane:

SW

J

SW:

SW:

Hi Jane, how are you today?

O.K., I guess.

Your mum and your teach thought you might like to talk

with me because some thing seems to be bothering you.

Theyrre very worried about you. Can we tal-k? Can I help

you?

Itrs really hard to talk about.

I know. Sometimes things area hard to talk about

theyrre embarrassing or IÀIe feel ashamed. But, those are

the kinds of things or secrets that need to be told.

But he made rne promise not to 'teII anyone.

You sound pretty scared.

Yes. I might get hurt, oE my mum night get hurt.

You know, lots of kids have been in situations l-ike this.

Lots of kids have been hurt by adults. Adults are not

supposed to hurt kids. They are responsible for what

they do and to take care of kids. Adults shoul-d not ask

kids to keep secrets about hurting. Those kind of

secrets need to be to1d.

But what's going to happen if I talk about it?

Good question. WeIt, your mum is very concerned about

J:

SW:

SW:

T¡

SltI:

SW:
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you. My job is to help you mum and you make sure that you are

kept safe. I need to make sure you are well cared for.

(sobbíng) Somebodyrs been touching me.

I rm sorry that has happened to you. You are doing the

right thing by telling me. Unfortunately there are

adults who have touched a lot of kids in ways that arenrt

right or comfortable, Iike uncles, aunts, grandfathers,

grandmothers, fathers, mothers, older brothers or

sisters, baby-sitters, boyfriends of mothers.

Reat1y? Lots. of kids have had this done to them?

Yes, and when adults touch kids on their private parts

without a good reason, or get the child to touch them or

look at them, the adult is wrong. It is never the

child's fault even if a child goes along with this and

even if parts of the childts body may feel kind of good.

I thought this was ny fault. I was so mixed up but I

though I just couldntt talk about it.

SW: This kind of secret needs to be told. All kids need

someone to talk to that they trust. Talking about this

kind of touching or anything that makes us feel

uncomfortable will help. We donrt want kids to feel

ashamed, guilty , or responsible. Itrs not their fault.

J: I told my mum some of what happened. My dad came into rny

room when she wasnrt home. He gets into my bed, hugs

and kisses mê, and touches me all over. I hate it! I

want him to stop but I sti1l love my dad and I donrt

SW:
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vrant him to get into trouble. He always told my that if

I told anyone about this that he would have to go to

jail.

This is not your fault and its not your job to protect

your dad. And, its not your job to decide what will

happen with hím. Hers an adult. He chose to touch you

this way - hers wrong and its his problern. A judge will

decide how to help hirn and protect you. You were very

brave to tell your mum and I. You did the right thing'

J: I do feel a bit better.

SW: O.K., lets go see Your mum'
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Irlhen I was 5 years old,

touched bv mv Dad. He did
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trMy Story by Fiona-atl

I lived with Mum and Dad and f was

it bv accident.

I used to like when he

But, then I got a bad feeling when he touched

me.

f was being touched bv mv Dad

when he was biq and I did not like that.
I wanted to telI someone lsol I did.

told me not to tell anvone.

secrets should not be kept.

told someone. I want to tel1 someone.

But, some

Finally, I

because

but f coul-dntt do anythinq. "

I felt mad.

I was afraid

But I hooe he

that he would do sonething again.

and_believed me

and together we got help from the counsellor people who

protect children.

I v/as told by Oad that I could not

Lel] no one.

[and] he should not do that to his children-
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Now, I wish I had had vou sooner so I could have helped you

sooner.

From now on r will expect you to teIl if anything happens to
vou again.

I want you to know that I feel angry
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System B Letters

Dear Heidi-b

when r found out you had been sexually abused, r fert sorry
that that happened to you.

towards the men for having sexually abused you.

You need to know this is not your faurt and that r berieve

this was the mensl fauIt.
Some other things I want to teII you are now you can be a

healthy, happy, l-ittle girl-. You've deal-t with your problerns

and you I re a survivor. f I m r¡roud of vou !

Your mum

Helen-B
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Dear Heídi-b

vthen r found out you had been sexually abused, r felt very bad

about it.

care. f wish I had of had more tirne for vou.

From now on r will take care of you and hope it doesnrt happen

again. f will trv mv verv best to take good care of vou.

I want you to know that I feel mad

towards the men for having sexually abused you.

You need to know this
this was their

is not your fault and that I believe

fauIt.
some other things r want to teIl you.are that those men shoutd

not have taken advantage of you. you were very young when

Love,

Your Grandmother.
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Dear Grandma, I love You.

Itrs important for you to know that I was sexually abused

by lthree offenders'l whe

I{hen I come to live with you, I want you to take good care of

me. Tf I have problems vou can solve them for me and help me

solve them.

You made me feel safe and happv . Like when you did/said-
llT love vou.ll

I with you would have talked to me . I wanted vou to sav that

itts O.K. that Irve been sexually abused and we can solve

this.

I have wanted to ask you that. I want you to sit down and

talk to me

Some other things I want to tell you are

I{hat I would like from you nov/ is a present.

From Heidi-b.
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rrLearningrr Cards

l-. Ask somebody in the group to guess how many children in

our city have been sexually abused. TelI why you think
their ansv¡er is right or wrong.

2. Whatrs the difference between a good secret and a bad

secret? Give your ansv/er and ask someone else in the

group.

3. lVhat are the names of the male private body parts?

4. What are the names of the female private body parts?

5. !^Ihat are two things v/e can do to make or be a friend?

6. Irlhat are f eelings? Give two examples.

7. How do we show love for people in our family?

8. !,Ihat could you do when you see someone who seems to be

feeling sad?

9. Tf an adult sexually abuses a. child, what do you think
should happen to thern?

l-0. I{hat are some i.rays to show that we respect people? Give

your ohrn answer and ask one person in the group.

l-1. How do you think a sex offender feels about what he/she

did? Ask the group what they think.

L2. Some adults who sexually abuse kids say it was an

accident. What do you think? Ask the group what they

think?
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rrPractisingtt Cards

1. If your $/ere walking down a street and you thought

someone $¡as staring at you what would you do?

2. Lead the group in singing the chorus to rrMY body I s

nobody's body but minett (ref?)

3. What could you do if you had a probJ-em to share with

someone and they didn't believe you?

4. What would you do if another child hit you and you felt

hurt and angry?

5. How would you feel if another kid put his or her hand on

your private parts? What could you do?

6. lrlhat could you do if you came home and nobody else was

there?

7. What could you do if you saw someone touch one of your

friends on their private parts?

8. V'Ihat would you do if you got a rrnorr f eeIíng when your

brother or sister touched you?

9. What kind of touches give you a rrnorr feeling?

l-0. What would you say to a friend who told you she is being

sexually abused? What would you do?

11. If your uncle gave you a big kiss and you did not like

it, what could you do?

L2. What would you do if your mumrs friend came into your

room and you got a bad feelings?

13. If a neighbour invited you into their house to see their

catts kittens, what would you do?
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ttTellingrr Cards

l-. Who is the person who keeps you the safest?

2. Who does your body belong to?

3" Why do some kids wait a long time before telling someone

they are being sexually abuse?

4. How would you feel if you saw the person who abused you?

5. Things I arn good at are

6. A good touch for me is when

7. Have people ever called you names? How did you feel?

8. I feel- good about nyself when

9. Tel-l what you do when you feel angry.

l-0. I am unhappy with rnyself when

1-l-. Say something about how you feel about keepíng a secret.

72. TeIl about something that really upsets you.

13. When f rm alone, I think about ..
L4. People hurt rny feelings when

1-5. The person I trust most is

l-6. Share a time when you v/ere afraid of being hurt.

1-7. TelI how you picked the person you told about the abuse

and why?

18. A bad touch for me is when

L9. If you had three wishes, what would they be?

20. TelI what it was like when you first told someone about

you sexual abuse.
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Cl-osure Book

Contents:

1. This is a picture I drew of all the people in our group.

2. These are the rooms and toys we used.

3. This is a picture of me ptaying with my favourite toy at

group.

4. This is picture of our group doing an activity.

5 . Some things we learned in group ( f i11 in the bl-ank

review) .

6. My helpers (name and phone number).

7 . Saying rrgood-byerr.

8. A letter from the group leaders.


